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Abstract

Early identification of polyps in the lower gastrointestinal (GI) tract can
lead to prevention of life-threatening colorectal cancer. Multiple studies
have shown that up to 28% of polyps might be missed during colonoscopy
procedures [19, 47]. Developing computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems
to detect polyps can improve detection accuracy and efficiency, assist
examiners, and help to prevent the development of colorectal cancer.
However, lack of annotated data is a common challenge when building
CAD systems. Generating synthetic medical data is an active research
area to overcome the problem of having relatively few true positive cases
in the medical domain. To be able to efficiently train machine learning
(ML) models, which are the core of CAD systems, a considerable amount
of data should be used. This thesis has experimented with state-of-the-
art generative adversarial networks (GAN) to generate usable synthetic
polyp data. In this respect, we propose the PolypConnect pipeline,
which can convert non-polyp images into polyp images to increase the
size of training datasets for training. We present the whole pipeline
with quantitative and qualitative evaluations involving endoscopists. The
polyp segmentation model trained using synthetic data, and real data
shows a 5.1% improvement of mean intersection over union (mIOU),
compared to the model trained only using real data.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The gastrointestinal tract (GI-tract), which is a part of our digestive sys-
tem, consists of the esophagus, stomach and the intestines. Numerous
types of diseases and medical disorders occur in this system, albeit cancer
is among the more lethal disease. In fact, colorectal cancer (CRC), which
occur in the lower parts of the GI-tract, is the third most common type of
cancer worldwide and second in causes of cancer deaths in 2020 [53]. It is
estimated that CRC accounts for up to 10% and 9.4% of all cancer incid-
ents and deaths, respectively [53]. As the 5-year survival rates decreases
significantly for people in different stages of the illness, early detection is
crucial for timely treatment and to increase survival rate for patients [21].

Endoscopy or gastroscopy are some examples of current methods in ex-
amining the upper- and lower-parts of the GI-tract. The methods are non-
surgical procedures where doctors manually observe and analyze parts of
the digestive system with a camera attached to a flexible tube. A common
denominator in these procedures are human error. Multiple studies have
shown that examiners have a adenoma miss rate upwards to 24% for pa-
tients undergoing colonoscopy, and up to 28% of polyps might be missed
during the procedures. [19][47].

With the exponential growth in data and computation, the field of arti-
ficial intelligence (AI) has been the source of major improvements in mul-
tiple domains in recent years. In the medical field, AI-based diagnosis or
Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) systems has emerged. These systems
has the potential to not only lower human error in several procedures, but
also assist medical staff in providing confident diagnoses.

However, there still exists issues that is required to be solved, in order
to provide robust and reliable systems. One of the obstacles in providing
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such systems is the data deficiency issue. Due to high financial costs in
collecting and annotating data, as well as privacy concerns, open-access
annotated medical data suffers from limitations in size. Conversely, un-
labeled medical data exists more frequently and might provide an import-
ant factor in an effort to tackle the data deficiency problem.

1.2 Motivation

Utilizing the potential of data and deep learning (DL) in the medical
sphere is a highly regarded and valuable task. Intelligent tools and CAD
systems can be developed in order to assist medical personal, in an effort
to increase precision in diagnosis, support or guide in decision-making,
or increase the general efficiency of medical processes. Even though there
are clear potentials in utilizing artificial intelligence for such tasks, it still
exists several challenges of which has to be researched [31, 41].

As mentioned in Section 1.1, one of the major issues in developing
robust tools utilizing machine learning algorithms within the medical
sphere, is the lack of annotated data. Manual annotation of data by
domain-experts is a costly and time-consuming process, which is imprac-
tical in order to generate a substantially sized dataset for DL model con-
sumption. As these systems potentially have an impact on actions or de-
cisions of doctors and medical employees, it is crucial to obtain robust and
reliable models. Models trained on small datasets might yield predictions
with overfit assumptions, not suitable for out-of-sample data and is unfit
for a production setting.

In this research, inspired by the DeepSynthBody framework [42], we
aim to reduce or circumvent the issue above, by producing machine
generated synthetic images with respective annotations. By utilizing both
unlabeled- and labeled-data, we plan to train image inpainting models to
generate synthetic polyps, in real GI-tract images. This, as an effort to
enlarge the size of a segmentation dataset. Subsequently we will compare
segmentation models trained on only real-data and a mix of real- and
synthetic-data to measure their performance. The goal is to research if
synthetic generation of realistic images are viable for GI-tract data, and to
what extent the generated images has on the generalizing properties of a
segmentation model.

1.3 Problem Statement

As expressed in Section 1.1, a high proportion of polyps are missed during
manual colonoscopy procedures due to human error. Therefore, a Com-
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puter Aided Diagnosis (CAD) tool utilizing machine learning could poten-
tially be used by examiners in an effort to reduce the high miss rate. How-
ever, in order to produce robust and reliable machine learning models for
such systems, a better and larger data basis is required than exists today.
We plan to counter and examine a possible solution for this issue by gener-
ating synthetic (fake) polyps in non-polyp images, of which can be directly
applied for a segmentation model. Therefore, our main research question
for this thesis is:

"Can we improve the accuracy in the task of segmenting polyps, by utilizing
additional synthetically generated polyp images for training?"

In other words, can artificially generated polyp images be used to im-
prove the detection rate and segmentation accuracy of a machine learning
model when used as training data?

In an attempt to answer this research question, we have divided our ef-
forts and experiments in three objectives which is again divided in sub-
tasks. While the ultimate goal is to observe possible improvements us-
ing synthetic data, we are also interested in the quality of the generated
polyps. Therefore, in addition to quantitative assessments of the segment-
ation models, we will also provide a qualitative assessment by questioning
domain experts of the generated polyp appearance.

1.3.1 Objective 1 - Synthetic polyps generation

Collect and examine the provided GI-tract image data explained in Sec-
tion 3.2. Subsequently plan a strategy for utilizing the provided data as
efficiently as possible in an effort to increase the size of a segmentation
dataset. Lastly, selection and training of image inpainting algorithms to
obtain a solution for generating synthetic polyps. As the data basis con-
sists of both unlabeled- and labeled-images, we divided the training of the
models in two sub-tasks.

Sub-task 1. As the data basis include a large amount of unlabeled-
images, we opted to utilize these images for transfer learning purposes.
Thus, we pre-trained the selected models in a general image inpainting
strategy. The parameters or weights of the pre-trained will act as an initial
state for the polyp-generation models, prior to fine-tuning. Results from
the pre-trained models will also be presented.
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Sub-task 2. The second step of the polyp generation objective is to
fine-tune models for synthetic polyp inpainting. Our strategy is to attempt
to generate synthetic polyp images in real non-polyp images. This way,
synthetic polyps can be placed in selected regions of an image. The res-
ulting images will consist of the real and original background image, and
synthetically generated polyps in certain pre-selected areas. A segmented
polyp dataset is used for this task.

1.3.2 Objective 2 - Image segmentation comparison

For the second objective, we train and compare the results of a segmenta-
tion model trained on the different sets of real and synthetic datasets. The
final data basis consists of a baseline and three types of mixed real and
synthetic images. This objective will act as the final step in the experi-
ments and will answer the problem statement.

1.3.3 Objective 3 - Quantitative and Qualitative Assess-
ment

In the third and last objective, we perform an evaluation of the segmenta-
tion model and present a quantitative results for the different experiments.
In addition, we present a qualitative evaluation of the results based on the
generated polyps, in form of results from a questionnaire.

1.4 Scope and limitations

The main scope of this thesis is to leverage both unlabeled- and labeled
(segmented) data, for training state-of-the-art artificial intelligent models
in the task of synthetic polyp generation and observe any performance im-
provements while utilizing the generated data.

In order to complete the first objective, we did acquire a segmented polyp
dataset, the KvasirSEG dataset [14], and the HyperKvasir dataset [2] which
consists of the unlabeled GI-tract images. The second step of the first ob-
jective was to logically select the image inpainting models for our exper-
iments. Considering the length and duration of this thesis, these models
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had to be selected by some requirements further explained in Section 3.3.1.
However, the main limiting factor in choosing the models was the lack of
official implementations.

The goal of the second objective is to check the performance of a seg-
mentation model while using the generated results from the first objective,
and compare this to a baseline dataset. While the first objective is focused
on getting the best generated results possible, this is not the case for the
second objective. Our main requirement is to compare a segmentation
model on the synthetic and real data, and not to obtain the best possible
model. Therefore, we limited ourselves to select a well-known segmenta-
tion model for this objective.

In the last and third objective, we issued a questionnaire for domain ex-
perts to answer. The questionnaire was focused on getting feedback from
experts on the results from the synthetic polyps. In other words, we re-
ceived their opinions on the level of realism of the generated polyps. The
main limiting factor in this objective was related to the size of the ques-
tionnaire, and we limited ourselves to ten images in total.

1.5 Ethical Considerations

Applying machine learning (ML) algorithms on medical data might lead
to a set of ethical issues that require thorough considerations [12, 23].

Anonymity and confidentiality are of utmost importance in the
medical field, considering that the data belongs to patients with different
diagnosis’s. In order to use or create medical data, and publish research
including such, requires the researchers to ensure that it is impossible to
identify or reverse engineer any traces back to the patient.

Other ethical consideration, which is a general one in machine
learning, is the possibility of biased models. Machine learning models will
draw insights and infer from the data of which it was trained with, thus
has the potential of yielding biased models. This is an especially important
issue in the medical field, as Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) systems
will assist doctors and medical employees towards a potentially biased
and incorrect diagnosis. Therefore, utilizing biased models will therefore
have extremely undesirable effects.

Our contribution of generating synthetic polyps in GI-tract images,
might reduce imbalance and bias, and could also be extended to other
features. By mapping the balance of, i.e., gender, race, age or weight of the
patients belonging to the images in the dataset, we can possibly generate
and even out the different distributions, thus minimizing the bias issue.

In addition, synthetically generated data is more easily shared across
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borders and with in research compared to real data, and it does not inherit
the same legal restrictions. This is an important ethical consideration that
should be researched.

1.6 Research methods

In this thesis, we applied the Association for Computing Machinery’s
(ACM) “Computing as a Discipline” methodology [5] which describes a
methodology of three paradigms: theory, abstraction and design.

Theory is rooted in mathematical science and describes a theoretical de-
velopment phase, in four stages. The stages are: (i) Characterize objects
of study (definition), (ii) Hypothesize possible relations among them (the-
orem), (iii) Determine whether the relationships are true (proof), and (iv)
Interpret results.

Abstraction or modeling is embedded in experimental sciences and de-
scribes four stages: (i) Form a hypothesis, (ii) Construction of a model for
prediction, (iii) Design an experiment and collect data (iv) Analyze the res-
ults.

Design is related to engineering and defines four stages: (i) State require-
ments, (ii) State specifications, (iii) Design and implement the system, (iv)
Test the system.

While the paradigms are distinct, they are often inseparable in computer
science. This thesis is mainly based on a combination of abstraction (mod-
eling) and design. Under abstraction, we have identified generative net-
works as stage (ii) which predicts on the data and answers our hypothesis.
We have conducted multiple experiments and analyzed the results of gen-
erative models. Top performing models are selected for our framework
and incorporated in to our pipeline, under the design paradigm. Require-
ments and specifications of our framework are defined by improvement
and usability of the system by utilizing generated data. Finally, the frame-
work are evaluated with respect to the requirements.

1.7 Main contribution

This thesis aims to answer the problem statement in Section 1.3. We
present the main contributions that this work achieved in three objectives.
We also present a published paper "PolypConnect: Image inpainting
for generating realistic gastrointestinal tract images with polyps", found in
Appendix A. Our main contributions are as follows:
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Objective 1 This objective covers the steps of obtaining the trained
image inpainting models ready for synthetic image generation.
Our preliminary experiments (pre-training) shows the possibility to
obtain good results in general GI-tract inpainting. Our secondary
experiments (fine-tuning) produces realistic synthetic polyp in non-
polyp images. This is supported by a evaluation of our questionnaire
in the third objective.

Objective 2 The secondary objective answers our problem statement and
concludes our main research. The goal is to evaluate segmentation
models on the utilization of the synthetic data from the first objective,
compared with using only real images. We were successfully able
to improve performance of the U-Net model, when including the
generated images in the training set.

Objective 3 Finally, our last objective contributed with a quantitative and
qualitative assessment of the realism of generated polyps. Domain
experts gave their subjective feedback by answering a questionnaire,
in predicting real or generated polyps. While we can not state
that the prediction accuracy of the domain experts were barely
above average, the results show that some of the generated synthetic
polyps were predicted as real.

In summary, the overall pipeline for generating synthetic polyps in
real data to improve segmentation models was a success. Therefore,
we submitted a paper to the IEEE 35th International Symposium on
Computer Based Medical Systems (CBMS) for presentation. The paper
can be found in Appendix A. The code is available in provided Github
repository1.

1.8 Thesis outline

The thesis outline is categorized and presented in to five chapters. The
initial two chapters consists of an introduction as well as theory and back-
ground. These chapters are meant to give the reader and introduction to
the thesis, the motivation behind it, and the necessary knowledge in or-
der to follow alongside the experiments and results. The third and fourth
chapter describes the methodology and the experiments. The last chapter
will summarize the content and conclude the results as well as potential
future work for this type of research.

Chapter 1 - Introduction The introduction addresses the initial back-
ground and motivation for this research. The problem statement is also

1https://github.com/AndreFagereng/polyp-GAN
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presented, as well as the scope for the thesis, probable limitations and eth-
ical considerations.

Chapter 2 - Theory and Background The theory and background
chapter introduces the necessary literature behind the topics included in
this thesis. We present the topics such that the reader will be presented
with the distinct subjects in a natural order. The main focus in this section
are the domain of which we perform our experiments and general know-
ledge about algorithms and deep learning. Finally, the related works will
be presented.

Chapter 3 - Methodology The methodology addresses the selected ap-
proaches and methodologies that were employed in this thesis. In addi-
tion, the selected generative networks and how the models and experi-
ments were evaluated is described.

Chapter 4 - Experiments and Results All the results of the experiments
are presented in this chapter. Finally, we conclude with a discussion and
observations of the quantitative and qualitative results from the experi-
ments, and a section summary.

Chapter 5 - Conclusion and Future Work The final chapter concludes
the thesis. Here, we summarize our main contributions and explore
possible future work of this research.
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Chapter 2

Theory and Background

This chapter presents key knowledge necessary to follow the main
concepts of the thesis and the experiments thereafter. Initially, we present
an overview of the medical scenario which concerns the nature of the data
utilized in our experiments and information supporting our motivation.
Subsequently, a theoretical background of important concepts with in
deep learning is introduced, in addition to important deep learning
architectures related to the thesis. Finally, we present a literature review
on related work.

2.1 Medical background

In this section, we cover the background and nature of the general scenario
regarding the medical data used in this thesis. Real images presented in
this section is excerpts from the data basis.

2.1.1 Gastrointestinal tract

The gastrointestinal tract, along with the liver, pancreas and gallbladder,
composes the human digestive system. The gastrointestinal tract, or GI-
tract for short, is the chain of organs which includes the mouth, esophagus,
stomach, small- and large-intestine, and the anus. The first three organs
makes up the upper GI-tract, while the latter two makes up the lower GI-
tract. This system is assigned to break down and absorb nutrients from
food, and to get rid of excess products and waste. Due to the scope of this
research, we will mainly focus on the lower gastrointestinal tract, namely
the small- and large-intestines. An illustration of the GI-tract is provided
in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of the gastrointestinal tract from mouth to
anus1.

2.1.2 Polyps and colorectal cancer

One of the main contributions of this thesis is to generate realistic but
synthetic polyps, therefore it is necessary to explain the nature of these
entities and its relation to cancer. Polyps are cases of tissue growths, or
abnormal growth of cells, that can occur in several places in the human
anatomy. The uterine or colon are examples of common surfaces from
where a polyp might manifest itself, although it’s also found in other
places such as the ear canal, nose or throat. In medical terms, the shapes
of the colon polyps can be classified into sessile and pedunculated shapes.
Sessile polyp shapes tends to lie flat towards the colon surface, and is
harder to detect with traditional screening methods. The latter is attached
with a stalk to the colon membrane and grow into mushroom-like shapes.
Examples are visualized in Figure 2.2.

1Image source: https://nci-media.cancer.gov/pdq/media/images/428446-750.jpg
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Figure 2.2: Excerpts from the KvasirSEG dataset illustrating two distinct
polyps from the colon [14]. The image on the left is an example of a
pedunculated polyp type, while the right one is sessile.

Multiple factors determine the likelihood for developing polyps, such
as age, obesity, smoking or alcohol consumption, lack of exercise and in-
testinal conditions. It is shown that hereditary factors are an additional
contributing influence to both formation of polyps and colorectal cancer
(CRC) [3]. The prevalence of colorectal polyps of people over the age of
50 are upwards to 30%, while only 6% of children are affected [20], sug-
gesting age as a substantial factor. Polyps in general are mostly benign or
harmless, however capable of ultimately develop cancerous or malignant
properties with time.

Polyps found in the colon can often be classified in four main
categories, pseudopolyps/inflammatory, hyperplastic, villous adenoma and
adenomatous. These types have contrasting properties in regards to
frequency of formation, prevalence or ability to develop colorectal cancer.
While hyperplastic- and inflammatory polyps are unlikely to evolve in
to cancer, both adenomatous and villous adenoma are at high risk [22].
Another important factor which impacts the risk of forming cancerous
growths are related to the size of the polyp. Upwards of 50% of polyps
with a diameter of 2 centimeters (cm) are cancerous. 10% between the size
of 1-2 cm , and only 1% for polyps under 1 cm [36]. Although 50% is a
scarily high percentage for polyps (over 2 cm) to be cancerous, it is also
estimated that for an adenoma to develop into cancer take 10 years on
average, suggesting room for preventable actions [52]. One of the more
common medical procedure’s to detect and remove polyps are endoscopy,
more specifically colonoscopy and gastroscopy. These examinations are
an important measure to identify polyps and possibly diagnose colorectal
cancer.

2.1.3 Gastroscopy and Colonoscopy

Gastroscopy and colonoscopy is one of the main screening methods for
examination of the upper- and lower-parts of the gastrointestinal tract, re-
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spectively. A tool called an endoscope is used to perform the procedure,
by gastroenterologists. The endoscope is a long flexible tube, attached
with a light and a camera at the end of the tool. The endoscope is in-
serted in the mouth (gastroscopy) or rectum (colonoscopy) and transfers
real-time video to the examiners. Examiners can thus detect abnormalit-
ies, investigate problems, diagnose and treat conditions while performing
the procedure.

Both procedures (gastroscopy and colonoscopy) are invasive medical
methods for patients, and can be of great discomfort. However, endo-
scopy is considered the standard for such examinations. Illustrations of
both gastroscopy and colonoscopy can be observed in Figure 2.3 and Fig-
ure 2.4.

Figure 2.3: Illustration of the procedure of colonoscopy2

Figure 2.4: Illustration of the procedure of gastroscopy3

2Image source:https://healthygutandmind.com.au/wp-
content/uploads/2021/02/Colonoscopy-1-3-e1612849334752.jpg

3Image source: https://nci-media.cancer.gov/pdq/media/images/433287-571.jpg
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As mentioned in the introduction, Section 1.1, there exists a common
error denominator for gastroenterologists while performing the proced-
ures. Studies show that upwards of 24% and 28% of adenoma and other
polyps are missed during examinations [19][47]. Such a high percentage
of undetected polyps is extremely undesirable as these growths can ul-
timately develop cancer. Computer aided diagnosis (CAD) systems are
thus an important research field in the medical sphere, given it’s potential
to assist in the decrease of the high miss rate of polyp detection and lay
the foundation for earlier removal of polyps and treatment of cancer.

2.1.4 Computer Aided Diagnosis - CAD

Computer aided detection (CADe), or computer aided diagnosis (CADx),
are computer-based systems developed for the reasons of assisting med-
ical personnel, doctors and examiners, in an effort to increase precision in
diagnosis or detection, support or guide in decision-making or to increase
efficiency in medical processes. Throughout this thesis we use the abbrevi-
ation CAD for these systems. In the medical imaging field, these systems
deal with image data that examiners analyze during procedures, e.g. for
gastroscopy or colonoscopy. CAD is technology that involves multiple
concepts, such as artificial intelligence (AI), computer vision or medical
image processing. By using digital processing techniques and tools within
artificial intelligence, CAD systems can be designed and developed to de-
tect abnormalities in medical images, increase detection rates of diseases
and thus reduce mortality rates.

In a study from 2020, researchers found a significantly increase of ad-
enoma detection rates (APR) and adenomas per colonoscopy (APC) in
addition to no significant increase in withdrawel time, when utilizing
a CADe system [30]. The CAD (CADe) system included an AI device,
trained to process and super-impose colonoscopy images to assist in de-
tection of colorectal neoplasias, and yielded an APR of 54.8% in the group
utilizing the CAD system, compared to 40.4% APR for the control group
[30]. Pu Wang et al. [50] also observed similar APR’s in their research in
effects of CAD system on adenoma detection during colonoscopy. Fur-
thermore, Wang et al. [50] presented a rule-based classifier for real-time
feedback during colonoscopies. The approach detected and employed
tracking of polyp contour edges in a sequence of images, addressed as
a "shot". The system correctly detected 97.7% of polyp shots, while only
incorrectly predicting polyps in 4.3% of a full-length colonoscopy video.
The number of CAD systems for polyp detection is huge and a complete
overview can be found in [40].

In order to create robust, reliable and precise AI models for procedural
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medical assistance, there is a need for considerable sized datasets to
minimize bias and increase generalizability. The data deficiency problem
is a key issue to be addressed in the medical field, and is the main focus of
this thesis.

2.2 Deep Learning

Machine learning and deep learning are fields which has seen enormous
improvements and development in the last decade. Machine learning is an
umbrella term for all algorithmic models that tries to automatically learn
and infer from data without any pre-written rules or directives. The idea
and goal of machine learning models is to obtain informed decisions based
on the data basis the model was trained on. While the term, machine
learning, covers all such algorithms, deep learning is a sub-field with in
machine learning and consists of specific types of model architectures.
Deep learning is algorithms often referred to as artificial neural networks,
which are networks inspired by the structure and function of the human
brain. These models are built up by "layers", and is commonly required to
include at least three or more layers, hence the word "deep". In this section,
we will briefly go through key concepts and information surrounding
deep learning and the technology utilized in this work.

2.2.1 Supervised- and Unsupervised Learning

Two of the main approaches in training machine learning algorithms
is either supervised, or unsupervised. Simply put, supervised learning
refers to the process of supervising the training process by including the
ground truth or labels of the input. The models incorporate the ground
truth in an effort to learn an optimal function between the inputs and la-
bels. Tasks which can be applied in a supervised way is classification or
regression. Classification refers to the mapping between some input data
and a discrete category, while regression is the task of predicting a con-
tinuous value based on some input data. In both tasks we possess the
correct outcome of which we want the model to produce, and we require
the model to learn the underlying patterns or mappings between the input
and desired outcome.

For unsupervised learning, we also require the models to learn an under-
lying mapping, however we do not possess the ground truth or labels for
the input data. The unsupervised models are expected to discover the
underlying patterns based solely on the data itself. Typical examples of
such models are called cluster models. Cluster models attempts to group
similar data in distinct clusters based on the similarity measure. With in
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the field of deep learning other unsupervised models has emerged. Vari-
ational Autoencoder [16] and generative adversarial networks [8] are ex-
amples of such models and is discussed in Section 2.2.4.

2.2.2 Transfer Learning

Transfer learning is a concept with in deep learning which refers to the ac-
tion of transferring knowledge from a trained model to another model, i.e.
the weights and parameters of the trained model are copied and acts as a
starting state for any new model. The idea is to re-use previously learned
general information from one task and apply it to another task. The main
benefits of doing so is increased performance, more efficient and faster
training time and in addition, the required amount of training data to ob-
tain generalized models might be decreased. For example, if we were to
train a model in an effort to classify apples in an image. We could utilize
the weights of a pre-trained fruit classifier as a starting state for the new
model under the assumption that the latter model includes generalized in-
formation about fruits. The concept is currently popular in deep learning
and widely used.

In this thesis, we utilize this concept in an effort to obtain increased per-
formance in terms of image generation of synthetic polyps. The method
and idea behind this utilization is explained in Section 3.2.3.

2.2.3 Convolutional Neural Networks

In the field of deep learning, there exists several types of neural architec-
tures often built to solve different types of tasks. One of the architectures
that are particularly useful for image-processing is convolutional neural
networks (CNN). The CNN method was proposed by Lecun et al. [18]
already in 1998 , however it’s popularity of use increased much later. A
major breakthrough for the architecture came in 2012, when Krizhevsky
et al. [17] achieved astonishing results at the ImageNet Large Scale Visual
Recognition Competition (ILSVRC) in 2012. This was the first architec-
ture to adopt an architecture with consecutive convolutional layers and
obtained state-of-the-art results. The method is today dominant among
many image processing architectures. In medical applications CNNs are
used extensively and a comprehensive overview is provided in [1]
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Figure 2.5: Convolution kernel (dark blue) slides over input image (blue)
and produces a feature map (green).4

Compared to other neural architectures, the CNN uses convolutional
layers which have filters or kernels to process images in a grid-like topo-
logy. The convolution kernels slides over the input matrix, in our case
image values, and performs a dot product that results in feature maps.
This way, the parameters in the kernel are reused at each stride and sub-
sequent dot product. This process is visualized in Figure 2.5. In compar-
ison to a fully-connected layer, where each square in the blue image would
be connected to a unique parameter. In the network, these convolutional
layers are often stacked depth-wise and the input to every layer is the
feature map from the previous layer. The last convolutional layer of the
network are often connected to a fully-connected layer of which produces
one-dimensional outputs, e.g. for classification purposes. After consecut-
ive blocks of convolutions, pooling is often applied to down-sample the
feature maps to reduce number of dimensions and following computa-
tion. The most used pooling methods are max-pooling or average-pooling
which obtains the max and average values respectively. The pooling is
performed on a spatial sized grid on the feature maps. A common used
size is a 2x2 grid.

All of these steps are visualized in Figure 2.6, illustrating the architec-
ture for the VGG16 network. The network consists of convolutional layers
(blue), pooling layers (red) and fully-connected layers (green). ReLU is
non-linear function, often called activation function, and applied after the
fully-connected layers and convolutions. The main idea of the activation
function is to introduce non-linear capabilities to the model. In the VGG16
case, the model outputs a 1x1,000 matrix of which can be interpreted as a
prediction of 1000 classes or categories.

4https://arxiv.org/pdf/1603.07285.pdf
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Figure 2.6: VGG16 architecture.5

2.2.4 Visualization of a basic Generative Adversarial Net-
work.

Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) were introduced by Goodfellow
et al. [8] in 2014 and is a very distinct type of deep learning algorithm. In-
spired by game theory, the generative adversarial network is comprised of
two networks. A generator network and a discriminator network trained
in an adversarial environment. More specifically the models compete
against each other to optimize its respective goals. GAN’s are often used
for different medical applications and a complete overview is given in [55].

The generator’s goal is to optimize itself towards capturing and generat-
ing data samples from the distribution of the real samples when obtaining
the synthetic samples. Real samples in case of this thesis is real images
from the training set. The discriminator’s goal on the other hand, is to
optimize itself in discriminating between real- and fake-samples. The fake
samples is produced synthetically by the generator model, and the real
samples comes from the training data. The discriminator can be viewed as
a binary classification model. The objective function (loss) of the discrim-
inator is penalized for incorrectly classifying the real- and fake-images.
Conversely, the generator is penalized depending on a correct or incorrect
classification of the discriminator. The optimal goal is convergence of the
objective functions to a nash-equilibrium [26].

Mathematically, generative models attempts to capture the conditional
probability of p(X|Y) while discriminative models, e.g. classification

5https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Fig-A1-The-standard-VGG-16-network-
architecture-as-proposed-in-32-Note-that-only f ig3322512435
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models, captures the probability p(Y|X). X is the data (image) and Y is
data labels (category). However, where the data labels does not exists, the
generative model learns p(X).

Figure 2.7: General GAN architecture.

A visualization of a basic generative adversarial architecture can be
found in Figure 2.7. The generator and discriminator can include any type
of neural architecture, however convolutional layers are the most domin-
ant type for image data. The GAN models utilized in the thesis all use
convolutional layers as shown in Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.8.

Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks (cGAN) are a type of gen-
erative networks. Similarly, the cGAN includes a generator and a dis-
criminator, however, the cGAN is conditioned on auxiliary information. In
theory, this could be anything such as class labels, tags, text or image. Fig-
ure 2.7 visualizes a basic GAN with random input. Often this random
input are random generated noise, i.e. gaussian noise. For the cGAN the
input condition is a label, tag, text or image. For this thesis, the inpaint-
ing algorithms are conditioned on one or more images, as depicted in Fig-
ure 3.5, Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.8. However, will use the GAN abbreviation
throughout the thesis for simplicity reasons.

All the generative models employed in this thesis uses one or more gener-
ative adversarial networks. For example, the Edgeconnect in Section 3.3.3
employs a two-stage architecture with two generator/discriminator pair
while GMCNN and AOTGAN in Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.3.4 uses one
pair, respectively.

2.3 Related Work

In this section we will describe related works of this thesis. We look in to
other papers which research the application and possible improvement of
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polyp detection models by generating synthetic data in an effort to tackle
the data deficiency issue.

2.3.1 Literature Review

State-of-the-art deep generative adversarial networks are currently the
optimal strategy for generating realistic images. The field of image
inpainting have, due to these improvements, seen astonishing results
in multiple tasks such as restoring or coloring old photos, removing
watermarks or text and repairing regions of images [6, 44, 46, 56].
GAN generated synthetic data is popular in medical domain in order
to overcome privacy concerns and to reduce the costly manual medical
data annotation process. In this regard, DeepSynthBody was initiated by
Thambawita et al. [42]. This thesis is motivated by DeepSynthBody, to
help solve the data deficiency issues with in the medical field.

Also, GAN architectures have shown good results in the area of
augmentation. Frid-Adar et al. [7] presented significant increase of
classification performance of a limited computed tomography dataset by
utilizing generative networks for synthetic data augmentation. Other
research yields similar results of improvement for different kinds of
datasets. For example, GAN methods have shown to improve detection
rate of COVID-19 by enhancing the data basis with synthetic samples [45].

Younghak Shin et al. [34] proposed in 2019 a framework to increase
training samples of polyp images, by utilizing conditional adversarial
networks conditioned on an edge-map and a binary polyp-mask. The
binary polyp-mask is overlayed an edge-map of a real colon image, and
fed to the generator to produce fully synthetic images. The system was
evaluated on 612 original polyp images and 372 synthetic polyp images
in the task of object detection. Results show improvement of performance
of the detection model, by combining both original- and synthetic polyp
images as compared to the original dataset alone. Precision and recall were
59.3% and 48% for the original, and 69.4%, 67.4% for the combined dataset.

Yamane et al. [54] proposed an augmentation methodology in the task
of image-to-image generation using the Pix2Pix [13] model. The model
was trained conditioned on an edge-map overlayed with a depth-map, in
addition to the original image. The solution was also tested without the
depth-map. The polyp detection results yielded a significant increase of
performance utilizing this solution of augmentation with and without the
depth-map as a condition for the Pix2Pix network. Precision and recall
were 70% and 94.4% respectively for the original image data, and 79.8%
93.8% for the original and generated data combined.

The SinGAN-Seg pipeline was introduced by Tambawita et al. [43] to
generate synthetic polyps with the corresponding segmentation masks.
Because this model use only a single real polyp as an input, the generated
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samples show very close distributions of pixels to the input image.
Furthermore, this model was developed to generate completely new
synthetic polyp images from scratch and was not tested for converting
non-polyp images into polyp images. Also, distributions of synthetic
polyp images generated from this kind of pure polyp generators are
showing quite similar distribution to the training data used to train GANs
of the pipelines.

A simple U-Net based synthetic polyp generator was introduced by
Qadir et al.[28] in 2022. The framework converts polyp image to negative
image (removal of polyp), then generates a new-looking polyp in the same
position. The generated characteristics of the polyps are also controllable
based on the conditioned gray-scale color values in the polyp masks.
Generated polyp images were evaluated by training a segmentation
model on the real- and fake-images and displayed clear improvements in
detection utilizing the generated polyp data. However, the framework is
unable to control underlying polyp structure.

Younghak Shin et al. [34] proposed a solution to generate fully
synthetic images with polyps. However, the generated polyps are easily
discriminated. In addition, our proposed solution narrow the task to
produce only synthetic polyps in real images, in an effort to achieve more
realistic results.

The presented research have different methodology in polyp genera-
tion to increase training samples, and all successfully improve polyp de-
tection in images either through instance segmentation or object detection.
While this is true, there exists room for improvement in both synthetic
polyp generation and detection.

Our presented approach extends current research by experimenting
with state-of-the-art image inpainting architectures to produce synthetic
polyps with distinct strategies. The final framework of this thesis is able
to control structure of the generated polyps and align the color schemes of
the background (real) and polyp image (fake).
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Chapter 3

Methodology

In this chapter, we will introduce the methodological approaches and
specifications that we apply while investigating our research problem.
Initially, we will describe a general view of our systematic approaches,
from a top-level perspective. Here, we will explain and reason our
decisions of attacking the problem at hand. We will also map the available
resources and datasets that we intend to utilize in our experiments,
alongside some of the most important technical specifications of our
system. The datasets will be discussed in terms of contents, idea of
use, and processing. Subsequently, we will introduce the design and
structure of the experimented deep models used in this thesis. Lastly, an
introduction of the evaluation strategy and metrics will be presented as
applied in our experiments.

3.1 Approach

All of the steps and sub-tasks of this thesis is meant to answer the absolute
core research question of this thesis. To briefly revisit the problem state-
ment from Section 1.3:

"Can we improve the accuracy in the task of segmenting polyps, by utilizing
additional synthetically generated polyp images for training?"

To attempt an answer to this research question, we are essentially re-
quired to define and answer the question of "how will we attempt to an-
swer this problem statement". This is the approach for the thesis.

Therefore, we divided the tasks in to smaller sub-tasks. Initially we
did an assessment of the data resources at hand. The foremost import-
ant insight in the data, was the contrasting sizes of labeled and unlabeled
data. The labeled data in this setting addresses the images with segmented
polyp annotations, explained in the data resources in Section 3.2. As the
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unlabeled data could not be used directly in the part of generating images
with polyps, we decided to still include and utilize this data for transfer
learning purposes. Secondly, we discussed and selected a solution in an
effort to generate the synthetic data. As we saw it, we had three main ap-
proaches to select.

1. Synthetically generate entire images with one or more polyps.
2. Synthetically generate the background image surrounding real polyps.
3. Synthetically generate only the polyps while keeping the background
as the original.

Our conclusion resulted in the third option as the optimal approach to
generate our data. We concluded that the first approach, to generate both
a background image and a polyp, would be unnecessary as we ultimately
only required synthetic polyps. The second approach meant we had to
use real polyps and generate new background, however, we wanted to
adjust structure and color schemes of the polyps. Therefore, we opted for
the third approach, to generate synthetic polyps on real images. Lastly,
we will evaluate an instance segmentation model on the generated data,
thus obtaining the results to answer our main research question. Further
information about selection of the utilized generative models of this thesis
can be found in Section 3.3.1.

3.1.1 Pipeline

Figure 3.1 visualizes the experimental framework on the thesis. Initially,
the unlabeled data are prepared for pre-training of the selected models
(blue). The pre-trained model are evaluated and validated towards a
validation dataset, and the optimal model checkpoint are kept for further
experimentation and transfer learning. In this stage, we also decide which
of the selected models are usable for further experimentation. The second
stage (green) consists of preparing the segmented dataset (KvasirSEG [14])
for again training the generative models for polyp generation. Transfer
learning is applied, by letting the models initial weights be that of the best
pre-trained checkpoints, prior to the fine-tuning. The models are again
evaluated and validated. The best model/s are selected for inpainting
model in stage 3 (yellow) and used to generated the synthetic dataset.
A baseline dataset and the datasets of mixed synthetic- and real-data are
then utilized to train segmentation model in the task of instance polyp
segmentation. Finally, results and evaluation of the experiments are
presented.
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Figure 3.1: Experiment pipeline.

3.2 Data

In this thesis we have used two datasets, more specifically the open-
sourced datasets HyperKvasir [2] and KvasirSEG [14]. We selected these
datasets due to the large size of unlabeled, but also segmented images.
The subsections below attempts to explain and visualize HyperKvasir and
KvasirSEG. However, supplementary information about the collection of
these images or download details can be found here1.

3.2.1 HyperKvasir

The HyperKvasir [2] dataset is the worlds largest open-source gastrointest-
inal dataset. It consists of a total of 110,079 standalone GI-tract images, of
which 10,662 images are categorized in to 23 unique classes. The remain-
ing 99,417 image are unlabeled. In addition, it also holds 373 videos from
various gastrointestinal examinations. The labeled images are divided in

1https://datasets.simula.no/
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two main classes, the upper and lower GI-tract, depending on where it be-
longs. These main classes are then subdivided in anatomical landmarks,
pathological findings, therapeutic interventions and quality of muscosal
views.

Figure 3.2: Illustration of label structure of HyperKvasir dataset.2

The anatomical landmarks are characteristics or distinct areas in either
the upper- or lower-tract which is used as guidance during endoscopy.
Pathological findings are images of either abnormalities or other findings
(due to disease) in the intestinal mucosa, such as polyps or hemorrhoids.
Figure 3.2 visualizes the complete structure of the dataset, in addition to
the 23 distinct labels in HyperKvasir. The label distribution can be found
in Figure 3.3. However, none of the labels described here were used in our
experiments. We have utilized the images from this dataset as material for
the pre-training stage.

2https://media.springernature.com/full/springer-static/image/art%3A10.1038%
2Fs41597-020-00622-y/MediaObjects/41597_2020_622_Fig1_HTML.png
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the labeled distribution of HyperKvasir dataset.3

3.2.2 KvasirSEG

The KvasirSEG dataset is an open-sourced instance segmented dataset
and consists of 1000 annotated polyp images[14]. Each respective image
is paired with a pixel-wise segmentation mask, in addition to coordinate
points for bounding boxes stored in a separated JSON file. The resolutions
of the images varies from 332x487 to 1920x1072 pixels. The deep learning
models we applied uses fixed-sized inputs, therefore the images were
scaled in real-time as the models were trained. The pixels of the mask
images are colored either black and white, whereas white represents a
polyp-pixel, and black represents background-pixel. Examples of the
image-mask pairs can be observed in Figure 3.4. In this thesis, we will
only use and apply the pixel-wise segmentation masks with the paired
image and discard the bounding boxes. We utilized this dataset solely for
training the generative models in polyp generation (fine-tuning).

3https://media.springernature.com/full/springer-static/image/art/%3A10.1038/%2Fs41597-
020-00622-y/MediaObjects/415972020622Fig5HTML.png
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Figure 3.4: Paired polyp images with each respective polyp-mask from
KvasirSEG.

3.2.3 Data Usage and Transfer Learning

A brief introduction of datasets were introduced above, however in this
subsection we will introduce our strategy for the utilization of the images.
Collecting and annotating data is a challenging and resource-demanding
job, especially for instance segmentation task. Images has to manually be
annotated by medical professionals, gastroenterologists in our case. This
is not only an individually time-consuming task, but the process often re-
quires verification and correction of additional professionals. In the pro-
cess of segmenting KvasirSEG, the data were initially pre-segmented [2]
by a junior doctor as well as a Ph.D student, to be subsequently veri-
fyed and corrected by an expert gastroenterologist. This illustrates the
high time consumption and resources required for the entire annotation
process. Therefore, we propose a solution to utilize both labeled- and
unlabeled-data in an effort to ease out the need of manual annotation in
an effort to generate the polyps at predetermined locations. This way, we
can create images with predetermined segmentation annotations.

Our general strategy is to pre-train the models on a general image inpaint-
ing task with the unlabled data before ultimately training the models for
synthetic polyp generation, thus applying transfer learning. Our strategy
is therefore to use the HyperKvasir [51] dataset as a means for pre-training
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the models, and eventually fine-tune the models for image inpainting of
polyps using KvasirSEG[14]. The idea is to utilize the unlabeled images as
a means of collecting general knowledge about inpainting GI-tract images,
and transfer this knowledge on the downstream task of polyp generation.
The generated images will then be evaluated and tested in a segmentation
task.

3.3 Image Inpainting

Image inpainting in the field of computer vision, as the name implies, is
the process of automatically completing or substituting regions of an im-
age in an effort to realistically reconstruct the regions. The goal of im-
age inpainting is ultimately to restore images in such a way that humans
are unable to detect whether an image has been processed by these al-
gorithms. Image inpainting is applicable to multiple applications such as
image restoration, image editing, super resolution, image denoising, or re-
moval of unwanted objects. We can separate image inpainting algorithms
in to traditional and deep learning techniques, however in this thesis we
will mainly focus on techniques with in deep learning. There are multiple
ways to remove missing regions in an image, for the inpainting algorithms
to fill, e.g. strokes or rectangles. However, in our work, we only use polyp
shapes as masks to remove missing regions of the images. This is applied
both in the pre-training and fine-tuning. Examples of such binary polyp
masks can be found in Figure 4.1. For the pre-training, we synthetically
generated 50, 000 unique masks to be used. For this task, we used a gener-
ative model, ProGAN [15]. This is further discussed in Section 4.1.2. How-
ever, for the fine-tuning, we utilized the polyp masks from KvasirSEG [14].

3.3.1 Selection

In this subsection, we will briefly discuss the selection of techniques and
limitations, before ensuing the models in the subsequent sections. The
main goal of this research is to attempt to answer the problem statement
or research question, which focuses on the possible improvement of
segmentation models using synthetic data. For the polyp generation stage,
the most obvious and logical approach was to select previous state-of-the-
art techniques in an attempt to generate as realistic polyps as possible.
Furthermore, we aimed to avoid the selection of adjacent models, e.g.
selecting different versions of the same architecture of the same authors.
In addition to this, innovative architectures and resulting metrics of the
papers were incorporated into our selection weighting.
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Due to the scope and length of this thesis, it would not be feasible to
implement the models ourselves, therefore we had to select models with
open-source implementations. Another limitation in the selection were
that some models only had unofficial implementations, which we avoided.
With respect to this selection and limitations, the chosen models selected
for our image inpainting experiments is found in the subsequent sections.

3.3.2 Generative Multi-column Convolutional Neural Net-
works

The Generative Multi-column Convolutional Neural Networks (GMCNN)
is the first of the selected models and was proposed by Wang et al.
[49] in 2018 in the field of image inpainting. Their system is trainable
end-to-end, and takes an image paired with a binary region mask as a
condition input for the generative model. The architecture is shown in
Figure 3.5, and consists of a generator, global&local discriminator and
a pre-trained VGG network [35] for the calculation a proposed implicit
diversified Markov random fields loss (ID-MRF). The architecture expands
on the idea of significance of receptive fields, and uses multiple columns
of different receptive fields in parallel. The multiple receptive fields are
utilized to propagate both local and more distant information surrounding
each pixels. While this implementation is relatively old, considering the
advancements in deep learning, it still was an interesting selection due to
the idea of multiple receptive fields, hence the name "Multi-Column".

Figure 3.5: Illustration of the pipeline of GMCNN architecture.4

4https://arxiv.org/pdf/1810.08771v1.pdf
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3.3.3 Edgeconnect

Edgeconnect was proposed by Nazeri et al. [24, 25] in 2019 as an end-to-
end generative image inpainting model . Their approach of architecture
stand in contrast with the single-stage architecture of GMCNN and
AOTGAN. Instead of generating the missing image regions in "one go",
they have designed a two-stage model which predicts and generates an
edge map before completing the final stage of image reconstruction. The
authors is motivated by the idea of how artists work when drawing an
image, and inherits a "lines first, color next" approach as explained in
their paper [25]. In essence, the architecture attempts to decouple the
reconstruction of high- and low-frequency information of the missing
regions.

Figure 3.6: Illustration of the pipeline of edgeconnect arhitecture.5

As shown in the model pipeline in Figure 3.6, the system consists of
two stages. Both stages includes its own generative adversarial network,
which means that the system has two generator/discriminator pairs. Gen-
erator one (G1) take the mask, edges and a grayscale of the image as in-
put and completes/reconstructs the missing parts of the edge map. Sub-
sequently, the predicted edge map paired with the initial colored image
acts as input for generator two (G2). All the ground-truth edges is ob-
tained with canny edge detector [4].

In our case of polyp generation, an ideal solution would be to input pre-
determined polyp edges as edge maps to the G2 model. Thus, outlining a
user’s desired shapes and edges for the generated polyps. Therefore, the
feature of generating the edges were discarded in our experiments. The in-
put for the second stage generator is the original edge map obtained from
canny edge detector [4]. In addition, when attempting generating polyps
in polyp-free colon images, we substituted the masked/missing area of
the image edge map with an edge map from a real polyp. This is further
explained in Section 4.2. EdgeConnect was selected due to its innovative
solution to incorporate edge maps as the input, and could possibly be used
to create predetermined polyp structure in the synthetic data.

5https://arxiv.org/pdf/1901.00212.pdf
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3.3.4 Aggregated COntextual-Transformation GAN

The last model we selected is the Aggregated Contextual-Transformation
generative (AOTGAN) architecture propose by Zeng et al. [57] in 2021.
Figure 3.8 visualizes the one-stage pipeline of the architecture.

Figure 3.7: Illustration of the AOT-block compared to a regular residual
block [57].

Similarly as the GMCNN model explained in Section 3.3.2, the AOT-
GAN model obtains distant image contexts by leveraging various dilation
rates in the AOT-blocks by splitting in to multiple kernels. The outputs for
the sub-kernels are aggregated and merged with the residual information.
The idea of these blocks is to produce high-resolution outputs tailored for
image inpainting. Figure 3.7 visualizes the proposed AOT-blocks compared
to a regular residual block [9]. The architecture obtained state-of-the-art
results for the image inpainting task, even beating EdgeConnect using the
well known Places2 dataset [58]. Due to this fact, and the innovative pro-
posed AOT-block, we chose to include the model in our experiments.

Figure 3.8: Illustration of the pipeline of the aggregated contextual-
transformation architecture [57].
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3.4 Instance Segmentation

At this stage, we have obtained and trained models for generating
synthetic polyp in non-polyp GI-tract images, thus we are ready for the
final experiment which is to evaluate polyp instance segmentation models
on generated data. For this task, we selected the convolutional U-Net
architecture [32] for biomedical image segmentation. To test and evaluate
the task of segmenting the polyps, we constructed a total of four datasets,
where one acted as a baseline. The baseline dataset consists of only the
real polyp data from the KvasirSEG dataset [14]. Out of the 1000 images
from KvasirSEG, 200 images were subtracted for evaluating the models.
Therefore, the baseline consisted of 800 real images (non-synthetic polyp
images). The remaining three datasets consisted of a concatenation of the
baseline images, in addition to generated images. We incrementally added
generated data by a factor of 800 synthetic images with each increment to
create a new dataset. This resulted in the datasets with the sizes 1,600,
2,400 and 3,200 images (synthetic and non-synthetic polyp images.

3.5 Metrics

In this section, we will describe the metrics that were used to evaluate the
generated images by the different models. The idea of these metrics is
to quantify a similarity, error or distribution between the real and fake
images. Although these metrics is intended to evaluate the synthetic
images in a numerical way, by comparing the generated images to the
real ones, we also conduct a questionnaire evaluation. The goal of the
questionnaire is to get subjective feedback on the generated imagery by
domain experts. For the part of evaluating the segmentation models, we
apply two types of IoU, dice coefficient, and pixel-wise precision and recall
scores following best practice recommendations provided in [11, 29].

3.5.1 SSIM

One of the metrics used to evaluate the generated images in this thesis is
the structural similarity index measure (SSIM) [51]. The SSIM compares
the similarity of the inpainted results with a original image by calculating
the aspects luminance, contrast and structure. SSIM was introduced
as a better quality assessment of images by incorporating structural
information in comparison to other error measure which only calculates
pixel-wise error, for example mean squared error (MSE). The following
formulas are written below. SSIM yields a value ranging between -1 and
+1, whereas a positive value indicate more similar samples and a negative
value indicate that the sample images are dissimilar. Thus, the value 1 will
be yielded by identical samples.
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Luminance, where µx and µy is the average of samples x and y.

Contrast, where σx and σy is the variance of samples x and y.

Structure, where σxy is the covariance of samples x and y.

Resulting in the SSIM formula where α, β and γ are adjustable weights.

3.5.2 PSNR

A second metric we utilized in our experiments to evaluate generated
images is the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). PSNR is often applied to
quantify the reconstruction quality of compression algorithms, however
commonly applicable in the evaluation of image inpainting results [24]
[57]. Generally, a higher PSNR indicates a better reconstruction quality of
the generated image.

Mean Squared Error (MSE) is an error estimator which calculates the
average of the squared difference of the input Y and Ŷ, in our case a real-
and generated-image.

Observing the formula below, the PSNR is an logarithmic representa-
tion of the mean-squared-error estimator where R is the maximum of the
input image data type, i.e. 255 for 8-bit unsigned integers or 1 for double-
precision floating-point data.
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3.5.3 Frechet Inception Distance - FID

The final evaluation metric for the generated images is the Frechet Incep-
tion Distance (FID) [10]. The method was proposed by Heusel et al. [10] as
an improvement of the existing inception score (IS). The inception score is
a metric commonly applied to evaluate synthetic images, specifically gen-
erated by generative adversarial networks (GAN) [33]. Both methods are
alternatives to human evaluation, and are often used for evaluating and
comparing the outputs of GAN models.

The inception score is an estimate of the combination of image quality and
diversity, calculated based on the results from the propagation of a set of
image samples through the inception model [37] [39] [38]. However, the
inception model itself does not compare the synthetic images to real im-
ages. The proposed FID score summarizes the obtained results from the
inception score from the real and fake image samples in to two distribu-
tions. Subsequently, the distance of the two distributions are calculated by
the Frechet distance, or the Wasserstein-2 distance.

Figure 3.9: Visualization of the effects on Frechet Inception Distance score
after different image disturbances and distortions.6

Figure 3.9 visualizes the effects on the FID score while distorting the
image in different ways. Upper left, upper middle and upper right
are distorted with gaussian noise, gaussian blur and implanted black
rectangles respectively. The bottom figures are distorted with swirled
images, salt and pepper noise, and contaminated datasets.

6https://arxiv.org/pdf/1706.08500.pdf
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3.5.4 Segmentation evaluation

After we have performed the experiments for training and evaluating the
generative models for synthetic polyp generation, we proceed to train and
evaluate the instance segmentation model on the generated data. In this
sub-section, we will describe the metrics for specifically evaluating these
models. These functions are all using the calculated true positives (tp),
true negatives (tn), false positives (fp) and false negatives (fn) to obtain
the results.

In this thesis, we perform binary instance segmentation on the polyp data.
Thus in this context, a true positive means that the model successfully
predicted a pixel inside a polyp. On the other hand, true negative means
that the model correctly predicted a pixel belonging to the background.
False positive suggests that the model incorrectly predicted a polyp-pixel
although it was a background-pixel, and false negative means that the
model was unable to classify the polyp-pixel and classified it as a part
of the background.

Intersection Over Union - IoU

The IoU metric is a method of quantifying the overlap of the predicted
output and the target mask. In our case, it measures the amount of pixels
where the model output and target mask correctly overlap, divided by
all the pixels present in both the predicted output and target mask. True
negatives are left out of this metric. IoU ranges from 0 to 1, where higher
floating point is superior.

In our experiments we calculate two distinct IoU metrics, a "Dataset
IoU" and an "Image IOU". The "Dataset IoU" means that we aggregate
intersection and union over whole dataset before we compute the IoU
score. The "Image IoU" calculates the intersection over union separately
over the images, then the mean is obtained of all these calculations. A
more common abbreviation for the latter is mIoU.

Dice Coefficient

The dice coefficient, also known as the F1 score, is similar to IoU and they
are both positively correlated. However, the dice coefficient tends to be a
measure closer to the average performance than intersection over union,
and is therefore included in the metrics.
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Precision

Precision can be seen as a measure of quality of the model. In our case,
how precise the model is to predict polyp-pixels. The more background-
pixels that our model predicts as polyp-pixels, the less precise of a model
we obtain.

Recall

In the context of our segmentation tasks, the recall is a measure of the
miss-rate in predicting polyp-pixels. The lower the recall the higher the
miss-rate of polyp-pixels.

3.5.5 Technical system

Throughout our thesis, we have used Python as the programming lan-
guage to implement and run the experiments. Python is a highly popular
language in the scientific community and is known for having well sup-
ported machine learning libraries and tools. The models utilized in this
thesis is written in Python and the models are implemented with PyTorch.
PyTorch [27] is an open source deep learning framework heavily used in
research prototyping and deployment. In order to efficiently run our ex-
periments, we got access to and used the ”Experimental Infrastructure for
Exploration of Exascale Computing” (Ex3) infrastructure. The infrastruc-
ture is provided by Simula and is financially supported by the Research
Council of Norway under contract 270053. We used two GPUs of Geforce
GTX TITAN X of 8 GB for the preliminary experiments. When the ex-
periments were ready to run for a total number of epochs, NVIDIA DGX
server which has 16 v100 GPUs of 32 GB was used.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented the approach of the experiments and
discussed three strategies on the process of generating the polyp images.
A brief introduction to the experiment pipeline were presented, a long
with the data resources and how they were utilized for transfer learning.
We also presented some of the selection criteria for selecting the generative
models for synthetic polyp generation. Subsequently, the models were
briefly introduced and finally we introduced the evaluation strategy and
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metrics for both the generation and segmentation tasks. Following this
chapter the results from the experiments will be presented.
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Chapter 4

Experiments and Results

In this chapter, we will give a detailed overview of our experiments
and results for the duration of the research. Explanations on how the
experiments were performed will be described, alongside technical details
of various parameters of the models. Initially, we will present the pre-
training of the models with resulting performance metrics and generated
images. The second step is to present the results from the fine-tuning of
the models, showcasing the synthetic polyp images. We will also describe
how we generated the synthetic polyp data for the instance segmentation
experiments. Finally, the results from the questionnaire will be presented a
long with the final instance segmentation experiments, where we utilized
the synthetic data.

4.1 Pre-training - General GI-tract Inpainting

The idea of the pre-training step is to have a general knowledge founda-
tion of which we can utilize to obtain better and faster results while fine-
tuning our models. In other words, the pre-training gains knowledge
about the data it is trained on, and stores this perception in the internal
weights. We can then transfer this knowledge, i.e., the learned paramet-
ers, to a new and related task within the same domain.

In our case, we possess a substantially sized dataset of unlabeled GI-tract
images which we can utilize for this purpose. For our experiments, the
models are therefore initially pre-trained in general image completion of
the unlabeled GI-tract images. We use generated polyp masks of random
shapes and sizes in order to remove regions of the images. The models are
then tasked to fill in these missing regions.
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4.1.1 Training and Validation

The images that were used for the pre-training were the HyperKvasir [51]
dataset described in Section 3.2.1. Revisting this dataset, it consists of
images from arbitrary places in the entire GI-tract. However, since our
main goal is to generate realistic polyps in lower GI-tract images, we
utilized only colon images for the validation of the models at defined
number of iterations. Thus, these images were subtracted from the
training data and kept as validation for the models. More precisely,
the validation images were extracted from the "BBPS-2-3" folder of the
HyperKvasir [51] dataset.

4.1.2 Masks

As mentioned in the previous chapter, we generated our own masks
for the step of pre-training the models. Our idea was to use realistic
polyp shape masks, however we only possessed 1000 polyp masks from
the KvasirSEG [14] dataset. Therefore, instead of only utilizing the low
amount of masks for the vast amount of GI-tract images, we trained an
adversarial network to generate random masks of different shapes and
sizes. A ProGAN [15] model were used for this purpose. The obtained
masks were applied for every model in the pre-training step. A total
of 50000 masks were generated, and randomly paired with the training
images at each step of the training iteration. Figure 4.1 visualizes a set of
the generated masks.
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Figure 4.1: Generated and applied masks for the pre-training.

Examining the generated masks, we observed a couple of undesirable
shapes and sizes. The mask regions in these images were either taking
up the entire region, or were non-existent. In other words, the binary
distribution of the masks were at each end of the extremes in these
cases. Therefore, we decided to discard such images by only keeping the
generated images where the masked regions filled between 5%-70%. In
Figure 4.2 , we visualize examples of the removed masks.

Figure 4.2: Examples of undesirable polyp masks that were removed after
generation by the ProGAN [15] model

.
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4.1.3 Results

Pre-trained GMCNN

The GMCNN model were trained using the default hyper-parameters of
the implementation. A batch size of 32 were used with a learning rate of
0.0001. The original shapes of the images were reshaped to size 256x256x3.
Calculation of the validation metrics were performed after each epoch.

Figure 4.3 visualizes the generated images alongside each respective re-
gion masks. The model was evaluated at each epoch, calculating the nu-
merical metrics presented in Table 4.1. Based on the numerical metrics,
the model checkpoint at epoch four were the top performer due to highest
SSIM and PSNR. However, the differences between the metrics are mea-
ger and the models at each checkpoint showed no considerable change in
visual output. The top performing model in terms of metrics were selected
to generate the images in Figure 4.3

Table 4.1: SSIM, PSNR and FID after pre-training of the GMCNN model,
calculated on the validation set.

Epoch SSIM PSNR FID
1 0.4942 12.630 184.79
2 0.4872 12.586 184.62
3 0.4844 12.578 183.04
4 0.4911 12.641 182.17
5 0.4904 12.634 181.72
6 0.487 12.587 182.04

The generated images and obtained numerical results from the
GMCNN model, yielded undoubtedly the most inferior results in terms
of metrics, and realistic visual presentation. Observing the generated im-
ages in Figure 4.3, it can clearly be seen that the model produces blurry
artifacts in the missing regions. The results from the other models in Fig-
ure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show much less blurry artifacts compared to the
latter. Therefore, based on the comparison of metrics towards the Edge-
Connect and AOTGAN, we chose to discard the GMCNN in further ex-
periments. We were confident the remaining models would outperform
the GMCNN in terms of obtaining realistically generated polyps. How-
ever, we still present the results achieved by GMCNN.
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Figure 4.3: Generated images by the top performing GMCNN checkpoint.

Pre-trained EdgeConnect

The second pre-training experiment was the EdgeConnect model, ex-
plained in Section 3.3.3. The EdgeConnect model were trained mainly us-
ing the default hyper-parameters of the implementation. A batch size of 32
were used with a learning rate of 0.001. The original shapes of the images
were reshaped to size 256x256x3. Calculation of the validation metrics
were performed after every 50, 000 iteration.

Resulting metrics and the generated images can be found in Table 4.2 and
Figure 4.4 respectively. The figure shows the original image on the left,
missing mask region in the middle and output of the EdgeConnect model
on the right. Similarly as the previous experiment, the difference between
calculated metrics in the separate iterations were meager. However, the
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iteration with highest scores were selected in further experiments.

Visually observing the generated images in Figure 4.4, shows obvious im-
provements compared to the GMCNN model. The numerical metrics also
support this. The first and last row on the figure shows quite good results
in impainting over the colon tract. However, the second and third row
shows obvious visual artifacts in the generated regions and does not seem
to incorporate the structure of the colon tract. Nevertheless, the generated
images from EdgeConnect looks to be very much improved compared the
GMCNN model.

Table 4.2: Calculated metrics for Edgeconnect on the validation set.

Iteration SSIM PSNR FID
50k 0.61 16.96 80.90

100k 0.6152 17.055 80.63
150k 0.6128 17.083 79.54
200k 0.6150 17.0644 77.54
250k 0.6157 17.099 76.74
300k 0.6152 17.114 76.49
350k 0.6148 17.98 75.34
400k 0.6138 17.108 74.93
425k 0.6165 17.1465 74.07
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(a) Original (b) Mask Region (c) Generated

Figure 4.4: Generate images by the top performing EdgeConnect check-
point. Column (a) shows the original image, (b) shows the masked region
and (c) shows the generated output from EdgeConnect.

Pre-trained AOTGAN

Finally, we pre-trained the last of the models on the unlabeled data-
set. Similarly as the previous models, the AOTGAN model were trained
mainly using the default hyper-parameters of the implementation. A
batch size of 32 were used with a learning rate of 0.001. The original shapes
of the images were reshaped to size 256x256x3. Calculation of the valid-
ation metrics were performed after every 50, 000 iteration, and at some
predetermined numbers of iterations (e.g. 10k). Table 4.3 and Figure 4.5
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visualizes the numerical metrics and generated images, respectively.

The AOTGAN model produced visually good results for the pre-training
on the validation set of clean colon images. In addition, it yielded by far
the best numerical results based on all the metrics, SSIM, PSNR and FID.
Comparing the visual results from Figure 4.4 (Edgeconnect) and current
model, the results from AOTGAN showed less visual artifacts and a more
smoothed result. However, some visual artifacts can still be observed in
the generated image at second row of Figure 4.5. Both objectively (metrics)
and subjectively, the AOTGAN produced the best results of all the three
models in general image inpainting.

Table 4.3: Calculated metrics for AOTGAN on the validation set.

Iteration SSIM PSNR FID

10k 0.900 26.17 52.849
50k 0.905 27.99 42.55
100k 0.9067 28.36 40.26
150k 0.9079 28.099 37.940
200k 0.9059 27.83 37.58
230k 0.90788 28.34 35.936
250k 0.906622 28.387 37.012
280k 0.908233 28.565 35.11
300k 0.909421 28.598 34.55
350k 0.9100 28.878 34.72
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(a) Original (b) Mask Region (c) Generated

Figure 4.5: Samples from the testset after pre-training AOTGAN.

4.1.4 Summary

In this section, we have presented the resulting metrics of the pre-training
of all three models. Resulting metrics and generated image are presented
in respective tables and figures. Initial training of the GMCNN yielded
rather disappointing inpainting results, however, the EdgeConnect and
AOTGAN models obtained subjectively impressive generated images.
The results of the generated missing regions by the GMCNN model
were extremely blurry, and easily discriminated as fake or generated.
Conversely, the generated regions produced by the second and third
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model were much better, and not so easily discriminated as fake. The
AOTGAN produced the best results in term of numerical metrics and
visual output. However, samples in both Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 still
show signs of visual artifacts. Overall, we chose to only proceed with
EdgeConnect and AOTGAN for further fine-tuning experimentation, due
to the blurry results of the GMCNN model.

4.2 Fine-tuning - Polyp Inpainting

At this point of the experiments, the pre-trained models are ready to be
fine-tuned in the process of inpainting synthetic polyps in GI-tract images.
As previously mentioned, we chose to proceed with only the Edgeconnect
and AOTGAN models at this stage due to highly dissimilar visual results
comparing the latter models with GMCNN. One option we had were to
continue experimenting with and improve the GMCNN, however based
on the results of the Edgeconnect and AOTGAN models, we were con-
fident in proceeding with these models. The best performing checkpoints
from the pre-training stage were selected as the base for fine-tuning the
models for polyp generation.

4.2.1 Training and Validation

For the purpose of training the models in synthetic polyp generation, the
KvasirSEG [14] segmentation dataset was used and is explained in Sec-
tion 3.2.2. Recalling the dataset, it consists of 1000 images with segmented
polyp annotations. For the validation procedure, 200 images were kept
away from the training data and therefore the models were trained with
the remaining 800 images. This initial split (80/20) of the dataset was kept
throughout all of the experiments, in addition to the segmentation tasks at
the end. Examples of the images and the respective segmentation masks
can be found in Figure 3.4.

4.2.2 Fine-tuning Results

Fine-tuning EdgeConnect

Table 4.4 shows the resulting metrics for the fine-tuning of the Edgecon-
nect model at the respective number of iterations. Similarly as the pre-
vious experiments the numerical values have a relatively low variance,
however the best performing checkpoint were again selected for further
experiments.
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Subsequently, we tested the top performing model on generating the
polyps in out-of-sample images, i.e. images outside the training- and
validation-set. These images were selected from the HyperKvasir data-
set [2], which includes images from the entire GI-tract. In Figure 4.6 the
results of the generation of out-of-samples images can be observed.

The visual representation of the generated polyps shows relatively poor
results. The contrasts of the generated area and the background appear to
flow in to each other, resulting in a vaguely observable polyp. In addition,
the edge-map of the background image is observed through the polyp, e.g.
in the first row of Figure 4.6, which decreases how realistic the generated
polyp is perceived.

Table 4.4: Calculated metrics for Edgeconnect on the validation set.

Iteration SSIM PSNR FID
500 0.529 17.832 77.712

1000 0.527 17.859 77.007
2000 0.527 17.847 76.460
2500 0.526 17.836 76.956
3000 0.527 17.817 77.461
3500 0.527 17.817 77.515
4000 0.528 17.832 76.988
4500 0.526 17.796 76.851
5000 0.5246 17.860 77.219

6000 0.527 17.835 76.310

To combat this issue, we decided to extract polyp edge-maps from
the segmented images and utilize these edge structures as inputs for the
model. Therefore, the mask region and edge-map pairs were selected from
the validation-set of the segmented images to generate new polyps in the
same samples as in Figure 4.6.

Our strategy were as the following. Crop out the edge-map where the
polyp is positioned and paste them over the out-of-sample images. Fig-
ure 4.7 visualizes this process. In short, we replaced the "Original Edge"
with "Merged Edge" as input for the edgeconnect model, and generated
polyps based on these newly created edge-maps.
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(a) Original (b) Mask Region (c) Edges (d) Generated

Figure 4.6: Samples from the testset after pre-training Edgeconnect.
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(a) Original Edge (b) Polyp Edge (c) Merged Edges

Figure 4.7: Samples of merged edges. The edges from the original images
and the polyp edges extracted from the segmentation-set were merged.
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(a) Original (b) Mask Region (c) Merged Edges (d) Generated

Figure 4.8: Samples from the testset after pre-training EdgeConnect.

The images generated with the new merged edge-maps can be viewed
in Figure 4.8. The visual representation of the resulting polyps are signi-
ficantly better than the polyps from Figure 4.6. The contrast between the
polyps and background are heightened, and the colors of the polyp ap-
pears to fit the background. In addition, the background edges are com-
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pletely absent due to the imported edges of the mask region. The models
also has seemed to learn to draw reflection, as white spots, in small circular
shaped edges. Examples of this is clear in the generated image of the last
row in Figure 4.8. From a non-domain-expert perspective, the synthetic
polyps appears somewhat realistic. Another observation is the position-
ing of the missing regions in the image. In the fourth row in Figure 4.8, one
can clearly see the polyp is drawn over the black footer line. This can be
avoided by positioning the mask and edge-map outside a fixed padding,
however ignored for this thesis. Complementary images and the process
can be found in the paper in Appendix A

Fine-tuning AOTGAN

Table 4.5 shows the metrics for the fine-tuning of the AOTGAN model,
and Figure 4.9 visualizes some results of the polyp generation. Similarly
as with the training of EdgeConnect, the model seems to be converging
quickly and does not appear to improve after 1000 iterations based on
the numerical metrics. In comparison with EdgeConnect, AOTGAN ob-
tains better scores in terms of SSIM, PSNR and FID. However, a manual
observation of the generated images in Figure 4.9 shows clearly unreal-
istic polyps. The polyps have explicit faulty artifacts and are overall non-
realistic. The boundaries of the generated polyps are vague and the struc-
ture is completely missing, similar to the initial EdgeConnect experiment
in Figure 4.6. The second experiment of the EdgeConnect in Figure 4.8,
shows unquestionably more realistic generated polyps than the current
with AOTGAN.

Table 4.5: Calculated metrics for AOTGAN on the validation set.

Iteration SSIM PSNR FID
500 0.882 27.114 52.813

1000 0.890 28.176 42.102
2000 0.887 28.021 42.449
2500 0.889 27.969 42.484
3000 0.888 28.045 42.154
3500 0.888 28.038 42.559
4000 0.889 28.058 41.628
4500 0.889 28.084 41.599
5000 0.889 28.100 42.200

6000 0.882 28.0635 41.224
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(a) Original (b) Mask Region (c) Mask Region (d) Generated

Figure 4.9: Samples from the testset after pre-training AOTGAN.

4.2.3 Summary

Section 4.2 completes the experimentation and results in utilizing state-
of-the-art generative networks to generate synthetic polyps in non-polyp
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images. As mentioned in Section 4.1.3 and Section 4.2, we selected
only the AOTGAN and EdgeConnect models in fine-tuning stage, due
to the undesirable outcome of the GMCNN model. The models were
trained on a total of 800 segmented images, and validated towards 200
segmented images as described in Section 4.2.1. To evaluate the realism
and visual outcome of the polyps, we generated the synthetic polyps in
out-of-sample images as depicted in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.9. Initially,
the generated results from either model were visually unsatisfactory.
Therefore, for the EdgeConnect model we extracted the polyp edges from
real polyp images and inserted them in the out-of-sample images. Then,
the trained EdgeConnect model were conditioned on the fused edge-maps
to produce new synthetic polyps. The realism of the generated polyps
improved significantly as shown in Figure 4.8, and therefore we proceeded
using only the fine-tuned EdgeConnect model in further experiments and
evaluation.

4.3 Questionnaire

Following the completion of the training and image inpainting of the
generative models, a questionnaire were created to obtain subjective
opinions on the generated images by domain experts. There were seven
participants in total, from three fields of domain expert positions. Two
of the participants are medical doctors (DOC), three are gastroenterology
consultants (GEC), and the last is an associate professor (SAP). The
questionnaire included a total of ten polyp images and required the
participants to rate images (fake or generated) on a confidence scale from
1-10, where a score of 1 meaning real image, and a score of 10 meaning
generated. There is an equal amount (5) of fake and real polyps in the
questionnaire. In addition, the participants were asked give the same
confidence rating only based on the polyps itself, and the background
surrounding the polyps. The participants was not given any information
regarding the experiment and had no knowledge about the research of this
thesis. Table 4.6 visualizes the calculated metrics from the questionnaire.
True positive (tp) meaning a correct identification of fake polyp and true
negative (tn) meaning correct identification of real polyp. False negative
(fn) in these results means that the participant mistook a fake polyp as
real, and false positive (fp) means a real polyp were identified as fake. The
complete questionnaire is included in Appendix B.

Observing Table 4.6, the obtained mean accuracy for the predicted im-
ages is 58.5% which is just above a random predictor. However, the accur-
acy’s showing a fairly large gap depending on the participant, and is ran-
ging between 30% and 80%. An interesting observation is the difference in
percentage of recall and precision. The higher recall, 68.5%, suggests that
the participants are better at not mistaking fake polyps as real. The lower
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Table 4.6: Table of results from the questionnaire. More specifically, the
participants answered if polyps in the presented images are real or fake.
The "Reader" column shows the position of the partaker while the colum
"Experience" is the year of experience in this position. DOC is acronym
for medical doctor, SAP is associate professor and GEC is acronym for
gastroenterology consultants.

Reader Experience TP FN FP TN Accuracy Recall Precision

DOC 2 4 1 1 4 80% 80% 80%
DOC 4 3 2 3 2 50% 60% 50%
SAP 26 3 2 3 2 70% 80% 66%
GEC 8 4 1 3 2 60% 80% 57%
GEC 14 3 2 1 4 70% 60% 75%
GEC 9 3 2 3 2 50% 60% 50%
GEC 1 3 2 5 0 30% 60% 37.5%
Mean - - - - - 58.5% 68.5% 59.3%

precision suggests that they are worse at identifying real polyps, than the
latter. Overall, it is clear that a portion of the synthetic polyps fooled the
participants. Nevertheless, the subjective perception of the realism of the
polyps tends to vary quite a lot, from person to person. While the metrics
shows a positive result, it is problematic to conclude that the mean predic-
tion accuracy of the presented synthetic polyps are barely above a random
predictor.

4.4 Polyp Segmentation

At this stage of the experiments, the generated polyps are prepared for
the segmentation evaluation. As mentioned previously, the EdgeConnect
were utilized to generate the synthetic polyp data due to the performance
in Section 4.2. In total, there are four datasets of which we test the U-Net
model for segmentation. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the baseline dataset
consists of only real polyp images. The remaining are combined real and
generated polyp images. The first dataset consists of 800 real and 800 gen-
erated, the second consists of 800 real and 1600 generated while the last
consists of 800 real and 2400 generated polyp images. All models were
evaluated on the same validation set of 200 real images. Table 4.7 shows
the resulting metrics after training.
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4.4.1 Results

The experimental results shows a clear performance gain in the task of
polyp segmentation for all the models trained on the combined real-
and generated-images. The combined dataset with 800 synthetic images
produces best performance in terms of IoU, dice coefficient and precision,
while the combined dataset with 1600 yielded top precision. However,
observing Table 4.7, the variance of performance in the synthetic datasets
are minimal. Nevertheless, there is a significant spike in performance with
the mix of synthetic and real images compared to the baseline which only
has real images..

Table 4.7: Evaluation of the segmentation experiments. Best performance
is written in bold, while second best performance are underlined.

Dataset Image IOU Dataset IOU Dice Coef Prec Rec

Baseline 0.760 0.728 0.846 0.911 0.784
+800 0.795 0.765 0.874 0.923 0.817

+1600 0.791 0.758 0.869 0.912 0.818
+2400 0.795 0.759 0.873 0.919 0.814

Best metrics compared to baseline, the IoU’s increased from 0.76 to
0.795 (4.6%) and 0.728 to 0.765 (5.1%), and the dice coefficient increased
to 0.874 from 0.846 (3.3%). Precision and recall increased by 1.2% and
3.4%, respectively. The increase in recall means that the model improved
on locating more polyps compared to the baseline. The increase in preci-
sion shows a more precise model, i.e. the model were better not selecting
background pixel as polyp pixels.

Figure 4.10 shows some output samples from the validation set of all the
models of the segmentation experiment. (a) and (b) are the original im-
age and ground truth mask. (c) is the baseline, and the remaining are the
results from the models trained on the combined datasets.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 4.10: Figure showing six validation samples and the mask
predictions from each model trained on separate datasets. (a) Input Image.
(b) Ground Truth. (c) Baseline. (d) +800. (e) +1600. (f) +2400.

4.4.2 Summary

The U-Net models trained on the datasets mixed with synthetic generated
polyps all show an improvement in each and every metric, compared to
the model trained on the baseline dataset. The +800 results exhibits the
overall best performance. However, the variance in performance between
the models trained on synthetic data is meager. The most interesting
observation is that all the models trained on synthetic data beats the
baseline, which is only trained on real data. If we were to only include
a single synthetic dataset in our testing, the proof of improvement would
be sparse. Nevertheless, the results clearly suggests an improvement in
incorporating synthetic polyps in polyp segmentation.
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4.5 Discussion

Generating synthetic polyps in non-polyp images, which are realistic and
indistinguishable to real polyps, is challenging. In our experiments, we at-
tempted to solve this challenge by utilizing state-of-the-art generative net-
works in the task of image inpainting and evaluating the generated data
with U-Net. While the GMCNN model were discarded due to blurry arti-
facts, the preliminary pre-training of the remaining models yielded quite
decent results, and the inpainting of the missing regions were somewhat
realistic. From our subjective view, the AOTGAN was considered to gen-
erate the overall most realistic results in this stage. The numerical met-
rics also supported this view, observing Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. In the
second stage, we fine-tuned the models on generating synthetic polyps
using the segmented KvasirSEG dataset[14]. The initial resulting gener-
ated polyps were vague and non-realistic for both the EdgeConnect and
AOTGAN models. Nevertheless, for the EdgeConnect, we solved this by
extracting polyp edges from real polyps and pasted the edges over the
edge-maps of the colon images beforing inputting this to the model. The
realism of the newly generated polyps increased drastically. The polyps
incorporated a clear structure, and the colors fitted the background image.
In addition, the realism were enhanced by the model generating white
spots, which acts as image reflections. This can be seen in the images in
Figure 4.8. Thus, only the fine-tuned EdgeConnect model were selected
to generate our synthetic data for polyp segmentation, and for the ques-
tionnaire. The numerical metrics for the fine-tuning of EdgeConnect and
AOTGAN in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, showed an improved performance
by the AOTGAN model, however, by observing the resulting outputs, this
was not the case. This suggest that selecting models based on the numer-
ical metrics alone might be problematic. A questionnaire involving do-
main experts is potentially a better way of selecting the best results based
on polyp realism.

Observing the mean results from the questionnaire, showed an accuracy
of 58.5%. Although this is barely above a random predictor, it is easily
observed that the individual performance varies quite a lot. The spread in
accuracy by the domain experts is at 50%, which suggests that the task of
predicting fake or real polyps is highly subjective. Still, we conclude that
a portion of the generated polyps actually fooled the participants.

Finally, the last experiment involved the task of segmenting polyps, using
both real and synthetic images. A total of four datasets were used to train
four U-Net models. We used three datasets including a different number
of synthetic images, to observe if there were any performance boosts in
terms of adding additional generated polyp images. The results showed
improvement in all the synthetic datasets, compared to the real baseline.
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However, no additional improvement was observed by adding additional
synthetic images. This might suggest that there is an "improvement cap"
with using the generated polyps from the fine-tune model. An additional
interesting feature, that we did not get the time to test, would be to gen-
erate the synthetic edge maps instead of using extracted maps from real
images. In addition, since we use edge maps from real images at predeter-
mined positions, it would be interesting to evaluate the performance after
placing the polyps at random locations in the training data. However, due
to time issues, we did not test this. All in all, resulting metrics increased.
The IoU’s increased from 0.76 to 0.795 (4.6%) and 0.728 to 0.765 (5.1%),
and the dice coefficient increased to 0.874 from 0.846 (3.3%). Precision
and recall increased by 1.2% and 3.4%, respectively.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter we presented the results from the experiments employed
in this research. Initially, we described how we generated random polyp
masks for pre-training before we started to train the models for general
GI-tract inpainting. A long the way, we found the GMCNN with default
parameters to underperform, and the generated images were much worse
both in term of visual representation and resulting numerical metrics. The
top checkpoints of the EdgeConnect and AOTGAN models were selected
for further experiments. Subsequently, the principle of transfer learning
were applied prior to training the models for polyp generation. We found
that the EdgeConnect model produced visually better results than the
AOTGAN. Therefore, images generated by EdgeConnect were selected for
the segmentation experiments, and the questionnaire. Finally, we present
the final results of the segmentation task using real and synthetic polyp
data. Our experiments show positive results by utilizing synthetic polyp
data, and we were able to improve the performance in segmentation of the
U-Net model.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

5.1 Conclusion

Early identification of polyps in the gastrointestinal tract is an import-
ant step towards lowering the possibility and probability of developing
deadly cancer. Studies have shown that the manual identification miss
rate is high among professional examiners [19][47]. Systems utilizing ma-
chine learning to improve polyp detection have shown promising res-
ults [48] [30] and is therefore a promising solution to reduce the miss-
rate issue. However, deep learning algorithms require substantially large
labeled datasets in order to produce robust and reliable models, which
presents an issue in the medical domain that this thesis address. Manual
segmentation of polyp images in the GI-tract is costly, and therefore res-
ults in sparse datasets.

This thesis is focused on solving or reducing the data deficiency issue,
by efficiently generating realistic polyps in non-polyp images. This way,
a dataset of finished segmented polyps can be generated in matter of
minutes and vastly increase the data basis for polyp detection models.
However, to be a useful solution, the generated results is required to be
realistic, and also improve the detection models experimentally.

Our idea incorporated utilizing non-segmented and unlabeled data for
generalized GI-tract image inpainting, and employ transfer learning prior
to training the polyp models. Also, to increase the probability of posit-
ive results, a total of three models were chosen in our experiments. These
models were chosen based on popularity and novelty, in addition to avail-
ability of official code implementations.

After conducting the experiments, we were able to generate realistic
polyps in non-polyp images and also improve the detection rate of a polyp
segmentation model by adding the synthetic data to the data basis. The
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improved metrics are presented in Table 4.7. Precision and recall increased
by 1.2% and 3.4%, respectively. Image IoU and dataset IoU increased from
0.76 to 0.795 (4.6%) and 0.728 to 0.765 (5.1%). The dice coefficient also
showed improved results in the mixed datasets. All of the mixed data-
sets (utilizing the synthetic data), expressed clear improvements to the
baseline. The model trained on the +800 dataset produced the overall best
results. The +1600 and +2400 datasets yielded no clear improvement to the
+800 dataset, and therefore might be an indication of an improvement cap
on the generated polyp images by the generative model (EdgeConnect).

5.2 Main Contribution

This thesis aims to answer the problem statement in Section 1.3 which is
our main contribution and defined by three objectives. We were not only
able to improve accuracy of the segmentation model, but all the metrics in
this research improved by utilizing our generated polyp data. Revisiting
our main problem statement:

"Can we improve the accuracy in the task of segmenting polyps, by utilizing
additional synthetically generated polyp images for training?"

In Objective 1, we obtained the preliminary models prior to fine-
tuning for polyp generation. This objective addressed the step of actually
producing our own synthetic data, of which we evaluate in the next ob-
jective. We were able to show the results of the models in the process of
generating synthetic polyps as well as general GI-tract image inpainting.

Objective 2 addressed the main contribution and answers the problem
statement. The generated data from the previous objective was utilized
to evaluate models in a segmentation task. We were successfully able to
improve performance of the U-Net model, when including the generated
images in the training set.

Finally, Objective 3 contributed with a quantitative and qualitative as-
sessment of the realism of generated polyps. Domain experts gave their
subjective feedback by answering a questionnaire. Even though the mean
accuracy of their predictions were barely above random, we can not state
that the produced polyps are perfect. The questionnaire produced a high
spread in terms of individual accuracy. However, we can assume that a
portion of the generated polyps deceived the experts.
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5.2.1 Future works

Investigating additional features or solutions could further improve
the system. Generating synthetic edge maps with ProGAN[15] for
the EdgeConnect model is an interesting work for the future. This
way, we could generate a more distributed dataset in terms of polyp
structure and size. In addition, random placement of the generated
polyp might also affect the segmentation model positively. To further
improve the generative models, additional data could be collected for
training purposes, especially supplementary images to the KvasirSEG [14]
data. While the EdgeConnect model achieved impressive results in terms
of realism of generated polyps, other state-of-the-art models might be
evaluated in the same manner as this thesis and utilized as additional
synthetic data resources.
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Abstract—Early identification of a polyp in the lower gas-
trointestinal (GI) tract can lead to prevention of life-threatening
colorectal cancer. Developing computer-aided diagnosis (CAD)
systems to detect polyps can improve detection accuracy and
efficiency and save the time of the domain experts called
endoscopists. Lack of annotated data is a common challenge
when building CAD systems. Generating synthetic medical data
is an active research area to overcome the problem of having
relatively few true positive cases in the medical domain. To be
able to efficiently train machine learning (ML) models, which
are the core of CAD systems, a considerable amount of data
should be used. In this respect, we propose the PolypConnect
pipeline, which can convert non-polyp images into polyp images
to increase the size of training datasets for training. We present
the whole pipeline with quantitative and qualitative evaluations
involving endoscopists. The polyp segmentation model trained
using synthetic data, and real data shows a 5.1% improvement
of mean intersection over union (mIOU), compared to the model
trained only using real data. The codes of all the experiments
are available on GitHub to reproduce the results.

Index Terms—polyp inpainting, synthetic polyps, generative
models, synthetic medical data, fake polyp data

I. INTRODUCTION

Utilizing the potential of data and deep learning in the
medical sphere is a highly regarded and valuable task. In-
telligent tools and computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems
[1]–[3] can be developed in order to assist medical staff, in an
effort to increase precision in diagnosis, support or guide in
decision-making, or increase the general efficiency of medical
processes. Even though there are clear potentials in utilizing
artificial intelligence for such tasks, several challenges still
exist to be researched.

One of the major issues in developing robust tools utilizing
machine learning (ML) algorithms within the medical sphere
is the lack of annotated data. Manual annotation of data by
domain experts is a costly and time-consuming process, which
is impractical in order to generate a substantially sized dataset
for model consumption. Moreover, the manual data annotation
process is subjective. As CAD systems potentially have an
impact on the actions or decisions of doctors and medical

employees, it is crucial to obtain robust and reliable models.
Models trained on small datasets might yield predictions with
over-fit assumptions, not suitable for out-of-sample data and
unfit for a production setting. The use of sensitive patient data
can also give rise to privacy-related issues, which complicates
the open sharing of data and code.

In this research, we aim to reduce or circumvent the issues
above by producing machine-generated synthetic images with
respective annotations in a selected medical case study, namely
polyp segmentation [4]–[6]. More specifically, we apply image
inpainting to generate gastrointestinal (GI) images containing
polyps. Image inpainting can be described as a method that
estimates pixel values to fill holes or missing areas in an
image. By utilizing both unlabeled and labeled data, we train
three image inpainting models and analyze the performance
of generating polyps on clean-colon images. This is a suitable
method since the mucosa surrounding the polyp is mostly
completely normal. Finally, we introduce an effective polyp
inpainting pipeline, called PolypConnect, to generate syn-
thetic polyps in clean colon data based on the best findings
of our experiments. This generation process is an effort to
enlarge the size of the dataset and subsequently compare
segmentation models trained on a mix of real and synthetic
images to evaluate performance. The goal is to research if
a generation of realistic images is viable for this kind of
data and to what extent it has an impact on improving polyp
segmentation models. Moreover, since the generated polyp
images are not from real patients, this could be a way of
circumventing regulations related to the privacy protection of
sensitive medical data and sharing data more easily.

In this regard, we can list our main contributions as follows:
• We evaluate three different state-of-the-art image inpaint-

ing models for the GI tract and benchmark the best model
in our polyp inpainting pipeline.

• We introduce PolypConnect, an efficient (in terms of
usability) polyp inpainting pipeline to convert non-polyp
images (true-negative samples) to realistic polyp images
(true-positive samples).



• We evaluate the quality of the pipeline quantitatively and
qualitatively with the aid of medical experts.

• We evaluate the effectiveness of using synthetic polyp
data for polyp segmentation models using the UNet
architecture.

The code is available in https://github.com/AndreFagereng/
polyp-GAN to reproduce the results and future studies, and
this work is building upon the work by Thambawita et al. [7].

II. RELATED WORK

Generating synthetic polyps is not a new research direc-
tion. However, producing realistic synthetic polyps with the
corresponding ground truth, which can be used to train other
machine learning models, is challenging. Random synthetic
GI-tract images can be generated from the pre-trained gen-
erative adversarial network (GAN) models studied in [8],
[9]. However, generating synthetic polyps and corresponding
ground truth is not possible with these model.

One study developed an inpainting method for endoscopy
medical images which was also able to remove specular high-
lights of polyps [10]. Akbari et al. [11] removed reflections in
colonoscopy video frames using a proposed inpainting method.
A GAN has also been developed to do inpainting reflections
in endoscopic images [12]. Recently, Daher et al. developed
a temporal GAN for the same purpose [13]. However, none
of these methods are designed to inpaint synthetic polyps in
clean GI images.

The SinGAN-Seg pipeline was introduced by Thambawita
et al. [14] to generate synthetic polyps with the corresponding
segmentation masks. Because this model uses only a single
real polyp as an input, the generated samples show very close
distributions of pixels to the input image. Furthermore, this
model was developed to generate completely new synthetic
polyp images from scratch and was not tested for converting
non-polyp images into polyp images. Also, distributions of
synthetic polyp images generated from this kind of pure polyp
generators are showing quite similar distribution to the training
data used to train GANs of the pipelines.

A simple UNET-based synthetic polyp generator was in-
troduced by Qadir et al. [15]. In this study, they have ex-
perimented with converting polyp images into non-polyp and
non-polyp into polyp images. However, the generated polyp
can be discriminated easily based on the presented results.
Furthermore, using only the mask to generate polyps makes
generated polyps unrealistic, and the structure of the polyp can
not be adjusted. In this regard, we present the PolypConnect
pipeline to generate realistic synthetic polyp on clean colon
images.

III. POLYPCONNECT PIPELINE

The complete pipeline of PolypConnect is depicted in
Figure 1. The pipeline consists of four steps. In Step 1, we use
a GAN architecture to generate synthetic realistic polyp masks.
In this study, we have used ProGAN [16]. However, other
GAN architectures such as StyleGAN [17] and FastGAN [18]
can be used for the synthetic mask generation. The generated

synthetic masks are then randomly paired with GI-tract images
to produce images with missing regions. The EdgeConnect
model is then pre-trained, conditioned on the missing region
images and extracted edge maps.

In Step 2, we fine-tune the pre-trained EdgeConnect model
using polyp datasets with corresponding extracted edge im-
ages. The pre-trained weights of the EdgeConnect model were
loaded from Step 1. In this process, the model is trained
to inpainting the exact polyp regions using the manually
annotated ground truth provided in the datasets.

Step 3 prepares the input data in order to produce realistic
polyp output from non-polyp colon images. As a simple
method, we extract polyp masks and the corresponding edge
from the polyp datasets used in Step 2. Alternatively, polyp
edge and corresponding masks can be generated using another
GAN model. Then, extracted polyp edge is merged into the
edge image of a clean colon image.

In Step 4, the edge polyp image returned from Step 3, the
corresponding mask, and the clean colon image are provided
as input to the pre-trained EdgeConnect model of Step 2. The
generated polyp image is the final output of this PolypConnect
pipeline. A sample clean-colon image and the generated polyp
image generated using it are depicted in Figure 1.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Data

For the purpose of training the models for the generation
of synthetic polyps, we used the HyperKvasir dataset [19]. It
consists of 1, 000 images with segmented polyp annotations
and around 100, 000 unlabeled GI-tract landmarks. In Step
1, we have used the unlabeled data to pre-train the models.
The segmentation dataset was used from Step 2 to the final
polyp segmentation experiments. For the validation procedure,
200 images were randomly sampled from the training data,
and therefore the models were trained with the remaining
800 images. This initial split (80/20) of the dataset was kept
throughout all of the experiments, including the segmentation
performed at the end. All the data used in this study are
anonymous and publicly available for research purposes.

B. Experimental setup

We used two GPUs of Geforce GTX TITAN X of 8 GB
for the preliminary experiments. When the experiments were
ready to run for a total number of epochs, an NVIDIA DGX
server having 16 v100 GPUs of 32 GB was used, and the
Pytorch deep learning framework version 1.10.1 was used for
all experiments.

The structural similarity index (SSIM) [20], peak signal-
to-noise ratio (PSNR) [21] and Fréchet inception distance
(FID) [22] were used for quantitative evaluation of the models
on the validation data. These metrics are commonly used to
evaluate inpainting methods. Ideally, the SSIM and PSNR
should be as high as possible, while the FID should be close
to 0. In addition, a user survey including medical doctors was
performed in order to evaluate the models qualitatively. Details
about the survey are provided in subsection IV-G.
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Fig. 2: Sample synthetic masks generated from ProGAN [16]

C. Synthetic polyp masks

The total number of unique segmented polyp masks from
KvasirSEG [23] is 1, 000, which is insufficient for our pre-
liminary experiments of general image inpainting. Thus, we
used ProGAN [16] conditioned on random noise to produce
new realistic polyp masks. Figure 2 visualizes some samples
of the generated masks. Examining the generated masks, we
observed a couple of undesirable shapes and sizes. The mask
regions in these images were either taking up the entire region
or were non-existent. In other words, the binary distribution
of the masks was at each end of the extremes in these cases.
Therefore, we decided to discard such images by only keeping
generated images where the masked regions filled between
5%− 70% of the entire image.

D. Polyp inpainting

We have selected three image inpainting models, namely
GMCNN [24], AOTGAN [25] and EdgeConnect [26], to
explore the capability of inpainting polyps on a given clean
colon image. These three models were chosen due to their

TABLE I: Comparison of different image inpainting models.
Selected best values from different checkpoints are presented
here. The best two models’ values are presented using bold
text.

Model SSIM PSNR FID

GMCNN [24] 0.4911 12.641 181.720
EdgeConnect [26] 0.6100 17.980 74.070

AOTGAN [25] 0.9100 28.878 34.550

popularity and novelty. We have performed a set of preliminary
experiments, which are presented in Table I. Based on the
preliminary results, we chose to proceed with EdgeConnect
and AOTGAN.

E. Selecting EdgeConnect over AOTGAN

The performance metrics for Edgeconnect and AOTGAN on
the validation data after fine-tuning the models, are shown in
Table II. In addition to qualitative evaluation, Figure 3 provides
example data from the different steps of the PolypConnect
pipeline using the EdgeConnect model and the AOTGAN
model. Due to obvious visual differences in the generated
polyps between the models, we selected the EdgeConnect
model as the main polyp inpainting model of the PolypConnect
pipeline for further evaluation and qualitative assessment by
domain experts.

F. Polyp segmentation models with synthetic polyps

At this stage of the experiments, the generated polyps
from PolypConnect (using the EdgeConnect model as the
main inpainting model) are prepared for the segmentation
evaluation. In total, there are four datasets. Therefore, we
train four U-Net [27] models for segmentation. The baseline
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Fig. 3: Sample data used and generated in the different steps of PolypConnect pipeline. (a) - real polyp images, (b) - manually
annotated polyp masks, (c) - randomly selected colon images used as input to the final step of PolypConnect, (d) - extracted
edge images of row c. (e) - extracted edge images of polyp regions of row a using the masks of row b. (f) - combined
edge images of row d and f. (g) - generated polyp on the images of row c using EdgeConnect. (h) - generated samples from
AOTGAN.



TABLE II: Calculated metrics for fine-tuned Edgeconnect
and AOTGAN on the validation set for different fine-tune
iterations.

Model EdgeConnect AOTGAN

Iteration SSIM PSNR FID SSIM PSNR FID

500 0.529 17.832 77.712 0.882 27.114 27.114
1000 0.527 17.859 77.007 0.890 28.176 42.102
2000 0.527 17.847 76.460 0.887 28.021 42.449
2500 0.526 17.836 76.956 0.889 27.969 42.484
3000 0.527 17.817 77.461 0.888 28.045 42.154
3500 0.527 17.817 77.515 0.888 28.038 42.559
4000 0.528 17.832 76.988 0.889 28.058 41.628
4500 0.526 17.796 76.851 0.889 28.084 41.599
5000 0.525 17.860 77.219 0.889 28.100 42.200
6000 0.527 17.835 76.310 0.882 28.0635 41.224

TABLE III: Evaluation of UNet segmentation model using real
data and combined real and synthetic data. The best values
are highlighted using bold text. Image IOU is calculated by
aggregating intersection and union over whole dataset. Dataset
IOU is also known as mIOU, and is the mean IOU.

Dataset Image IOU Dataset IOU Dice Coef Prec Rec

Baseline 0.760 0.728 0.846 0.911 0.784
+800 0.795 0.765 0.874 0.923 0.817

+1600 0.791 0.758 0.869 0.912 0.818
+2400 0.795 0.759 0.873 0.919 0.814

dataset consists of only real polyp images. The remaining
are datasets combining the real and generated polyp images.
The first combined dataset consists of 800 real and 800
generated. The second and third are similar but with 1600
and 2400 generated polyp images. The models were evaluated
on the same validation set of 200 real images. The obtained
metrics show a clear improvement in all models trained on the
additional synthetic data. Results can be found in Table III.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 4: Visual comparison of segmentation performance with
UNet architecture when synthetic data is used. (a) Input Image.
(b) Ground Truth. (c) Baseline (UNet) only with 800 real data
(d) real data +800 (e) real data + 1600 (f) real data + 2400.

TABLE IV: Qualitative evaluation of synthetic polyps over
real polyps using an questionnaire.

Reader TP FN FP TN Accuracy Recall Precision

DOC 4 1 1 4 80% 80% 80%
DOC 3 2 3 2 50% 60% 50%
SAP 3 2 3 2 70% 80% 66%
GEC 4 1 3 2 60% 80% 57%
GEC 3 2 1 4 70% 60% 75%
GEC 3 2 3 2 50% 60% 50%
GEC 3 2 5 0 30% 60% 37.5%

Mean - - - - 58.5% 68.5% 59.3%

G. Qualitative analysis by domain experts

Following the completion of the training and image in-
painting of the generative models, a questionnaire was created
to obtain subjective opinions on the generated images from
domain experts. There were four participants in total from
three fields of domain expert positions. Two of the partici-
pants are medical doctors (DOC), one is a gastroenterology
consultant (GEC), and finally, an associate professor (SAP).
The questionnaire included a total of ten polyp images and
required the participants to rate images (fake or generated) on
a confidence scale from 1 − 10, where a score of 1 means
a real image, and a score of 10 means a generated image.
The summary of the collected results is tabulated in Table IV.
In addition, the participants were asked to give the same
confidence rating only based on the polyps themselves, and
the background surrounding the polyps. The participants were
not given any information regarding the experiment and had
no knowledge about the study.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This study is focused on solving or reducing the data
deficiency issues by efficiently generating realistic polyps in
non-polyps images. This way, a dataset of finished segmented
polyps can be generated in a short amount of time and vastly
increase the data basis for polyp detection models. However,
to be a useful solution, the generated results are required to be
realistic and also improve the detection models experimentally.
Our idea incorporated utilizing non-segmented and unlabeled
data for pretraining the models on general GI-tract image
inpainting prior to finetuning for polyp generation. We used
ProGAN [16] to generate synthetic realistic polyp masks
to be paired with random unlabeled images while training.
However, we used the manually segmented polyp masks from
KvasirSEG [23] to generate the synthetic polyps in non-polyp
images. The polyp edges were extracted from the same images
and used as the input for EdgeConnect. Synthetically generated
pairs of polyp mask- and edge-images could be easily be
created with ProGAN [16] or similar architectures, but this was
not tested in this research. After conducting the experiments,
we were able to generate realistic polyps in non-polyp images
and also improve the detection rate of a polyp segmentation
model by adding the synthetic data to the training data. The
improved metrics are presented in Table III. Precision and
recall increased by 1.2% and 3.4%, respectively. Image IoU



and dataset IoU increased from 0.76 to 0.795 (4.6%) and
0.728 to 0.765 (5.1%), respectively. The dice coefficient also
showed improved results in the mixed datasets by 3.3%. All
of the mixed datasets (utilizing the synthetic data) expressed
clear improvements to the baseline. The model trained on the
+800 dataset produced the overall best results. The +1600
and +2400 datasets yielded no clear improvement compared
to the +800 dataset, and might therefore be an indication that
additional synthetic images will not improve the segmentation
model further. Moreover, the low accuracy of synthetic polyp
detection by the domain experts presented in the results of
the questionnaire implies that generated synthetic polyps are
visually realistic as well.

VI. FUTURE WORKS

The PolypConnect pipeline can be enhanced by adding
more pre-extracted features, such as Histogram of Oriented
Gradients and texture features, etc. Furthermore, different
GAN architectures can be experimented with to generate
synthetic polyp masks, synthetic edge images, and synthetic
clean colon images as well. Investigating to control more fine
features of generated data can add value to the pipeline.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1OMAz_PFaM-7FfarxVVF8uYrD2P2yMKSb7OHRcoA4ByU/edit?userstoinvite=vaidhya209@gmail.com&ts=62… 1/84

Please follow the following guidelines carefully before filling the form:
1. Please spend about 10s to look at an image.

2. Do not zoom images to inspect them. Use the original size of the image as given in the form.

Option 1

26

Image 1

Polyps rating questionnaire

In this study we will present you 10 images of different polyps. Some of the images are from real polyps 
and some are generated (fake) polyps. We kindly ask you to look at the given image very carefully and 
answer some questions! Thanks a lot for your participation!

Gastroenterologist *

6years *
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generated

Completely sure it is a real
background

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Completely sure it is a generated
background

I am sure this is a real polyp

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 2

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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background

I am sure this is a real polyp

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am sure the polyp is generated
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Image 7

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *
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Thank you very much!

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *

If you have any feedback for this questionnaire, please write it below. (Optional)
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Dette innholdet er ikke laget eller godkjent av Google.

 Skjemaer
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Please follow the following guidelines carefully before filling the form:
1. Please spend about 10s to look at an image.

2. Do not zoom images to inspect them. Use the original size of the image as given in the form.

Option 1
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Image 1

Polyps rating questionnaire

In this study we will present you 10 images of different polyps. Some of the images are from real polyps 
and some are generated (fake) polyps. We kindly ask you to look at the given image very carefully and 
answer some questions! Thanks a lot for your participation!

Gastroenterologist *

6years *
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background

I am sure this is a real polyp
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I am sure the polyp is generated
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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I am sure the polyp is generated
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *
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Thank you very much!

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *

If you have any feedback for this questionnaire, please write it below. (Optional)
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Please follow the following guidelines carefully before filling the form:
1. Please spend about 10s to look at an image.

2. Do not zoom images to inspect them. Use the original size of the image as given in the form.

Option 1

8

Image 1

Polyps rating questionnaire

In this study we will present you 10 images of different polyps. Some of the images are from real polyps 
and some are generated (fake) polyps. We kindly ask you to look at the given image very carefully and 
answer some questions! Thanks a lot for your participation!

Gastroenterologist *

6years *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *
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Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *
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Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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I am sure this is a real polyp
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I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 8

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Completely sure it is a generated
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I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 9

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Image 10

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *
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Thank you very much!

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *

If you have any feedback for this questionnaire, please write it below. (Optional)
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Please follow the following guidelines carefully before filling the form:
1. Please spend about 10s to look at an image.

2. Do not zoom images to inspect them. Use the original size of the image as given in the form.

Option 1

4

Image 1

Polyps rating questionnaire

In this study we will present you 10 images of different polyps. Some of the images are from real polyps 
and some are generated (fake) polyps. We kindly ask you to look at the given image very carefully and 
answer some questions! Thanks a lot for your participation!

Gastroenterologist *

6years *
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Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *
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Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Image 6

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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background

I am sure this is a real polyp
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I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 7

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Thank you very much!

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *

If you have any feedback for this questionnaire, please write it below. (Optional)
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Please follow the following guidelines carefully before filling the form:
1. Please spend about 10s to look at an image.

2. Do not zoom images to inspect them. Use the original size of the image as given in the form.

Option 1

Endoscopist for 14 years

Image 1

Polyps rating questionnaire

In this study we will present you 10 images of different polyps. Some of the images are from real polyps 
and some are generated (fake) polyps. We kindly ask you to look at the given image very carefully and 
answer some questions! Thanks a lot for your participation!

Gastroenterologist *

6years *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *
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Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *
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Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Image 7

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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I am sure this is a real polyp
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I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 9

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Completely sure it is a generated
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I am sure this is a real polyp
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I am sure the polyp is generated

Thank you very much!

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *

If you have any feedback for this questionnaire, please write it below. (Optional)
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Please follow the following guidelines carefully before filling the form:
1. Please spend about 10s to look at an image.

2. Do not zoom images to inspect them. Use the original size of the image as given in the form.

Option 1

9

Image 1

Polyps rating questionnaire

In this study we will present you 10 images of different polyps. Some of the images are from real polyps 
and some are generated (fake) polyps. We kindly ask you to look at the given image very carefully and 
answer some questions! Thanks a lot for your participation!

Gastroenterologist *

6years *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Image 4

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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I am sure this is a real polyp
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I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 5

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Completely sure it is a generated
background

I am sure this is a real polyp
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I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 6

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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Completely sure it is a generated
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I am sure this is a real polyp
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I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 7

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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I am sure this is a real polyp
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I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 8

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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I am completely sure it is real

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am completely sure it is
generated

Completely sure it is a real
background

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Completely sure it is a generated
background

I am sure this is a real polyp

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 9

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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I am completely sure it is real

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am completely sure it is
generated

Completely sure it is a real
background

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Completely sure it is a generated
background

I am sure this is a real polyp

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 10

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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I am completely sure it is real

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am completely sure it is
generated

Completely sure it is a real
background

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Completely sure it is a generated
background

I am sure this is a real polyp

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am sure the polyp is generated

Thank you very much!

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *

If you have any feedback for this questionnaire, please write it below. (Optional)
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Dette innholdet er ikke laget eller godkjent av Google.

 Skjemaer
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Please follow the following guidelines carefully before filling the form:
1. Please spend about 10s to look at an image.

2. Do not zoom images to inspect them. Use the original size of the image as given in the form.

Option 1

1

Image 1

Polyps rating questionnaire

In this study we will present you 10 images of different polyps. Some of the images are from real polyps 
and some are generated (fake) polyps. We kindly ask you to look at the given image very carefully and 
answer some questions! Thanks a lot for your participation!

Gastroenterologist *

6years *
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I am completely sure it is real

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am completely sure it is
generated

Completely sure it is a real
background

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Completely sure it is a generated
background

I am sure this is a real polyp

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 2

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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I am completely sure it is real

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am completely sure it is
generated

Completely sure it is a real
background

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Completely sure it is a generated
background

I am sure this is a real polyp

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 3

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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I am completely sure it is real

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am completely sure it is
generated

Completely sure it is a real
background

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Completely sure it is a generated
background

I am sure this is a real polyp

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 4

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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I am completely sure it is real

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am completely sure it is
generated

Completely sure it is a real
background

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Completely sure it is a generated
background

I am sure this is a real polyp

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 5

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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I am completely sure it is real

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am completely sure it is
generated

Completely sure it is a real
background

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Completely sure it is a generated
background

I am sure this is a real polyp

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 6

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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I am completely sure it is real

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am completely sure it is
generated

Completely sure it is a real
background

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Completely sure it is a generated
background

I am sure this is a real polyp

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 7

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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I am completely sure it is real

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am completely sure it is
generated

Completely sure it is a real
background

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Completely sure it is a generated
background

I am sure this is a real polyp

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 8

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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I am completely sure it is real

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am completely sure it is
generated

Completely sure it is a real
background

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Completely sure it is a generated
background

I am sure this is a real polyp

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 9

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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I am completely sure it is real

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am completely sure it is
generated

Completely sure it is a real
background

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Completely sure it is a generated
background

I am sure this is a real polyp

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am sure the polyp is generated

Image 10

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *
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I am completely sure it is real

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am completely sure it is
generated

Completely sure it is a real
background

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Completely sure it is a generated
background

I am sure this is a real polyp

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I am sure the polyp is generated

Thank you very much!

Is this a real or a generated image? *

Does the background appear generated? *

Does the polyp appear generated? *

If you have any feedback for this questionnaire, please write it below. (Optional)
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